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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Statement of Problem 
This dissertation is concerned with estimating the para­
meters of a linear functional relation between two variables 
X, Y when both variables are observed with error. To be 
specific, it deals with the following model: 
Y^ = a + i = 1, 2, ..., n 
xi = ^i + ei 
7i = Yi + 
where X, and Y^ are sure variables ; i.e_«, non-random vari­
ables ; while e^ and f^ are random variables, representing the 
errors of observation. Only x^ and y^ are observable. We 
want to estimate a and (3. The scope of this investigation 
will be set forth in section 1.3. 
Such problems occur in many contexts, of course; cali­
bration problems typically fall into this mold. As a matter 
of fact, in virtually all applications of fitting a functional 
relation, errors of observation occur in all variables ; very 
frequently we can neglect the errors in the independent vari­
ables in comparison with the errors in the dependent variable, 
but clearly we can not always do so. 
The importance of the problem of estimating the para­
meters of a functional relation when both variables are ob­
served with error is too obvious to require elaboration. If 
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our knowledge in this area is rather scanty, it is because 
it is hard to come by and not because we are indifferent to 
its import. 
1.2. Review of Literature 
Classical least-squares is an old subject relative to the 
body of statistical knowledge, so it is not surprising to find 
references dating back eighty years and more to the problem of 
fitting constants to a functional relationship between two 
variables when both variables are in error. Adcock (2) in 
1878 proposed fitting a straight line by minimizing the sum 
of squares of deviations orthogonal to the line ; Karl Pearson 
(I4.6) also tried this approach. Two serious objections can be 
raised against this method: firstly, there is no sound 
reason for singling out the orthogonal deviations, and second­
ly, the straight line so obtained is not invariant under 
transformations of the coordinate system. 
Other attempts to solve the problem have been numerous. 
Prior to Wald's paper (57) in 194-0, such attempts invariably 
rested upon a priori assumptions concerning the variance of 
both error variables, or at least the ratio of these vari­
ances . As early as 1879 Kummell (35) had given the weighted 
least-squares solution in the case where the variance ratio 
is known, which solution is identical with that given by max­
imum likelihood if the errors are assumed to be normally 
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distributed. Kummell1 s solution is invariant with respect to 
choice of coordinates and is consistent; it is, in fact, the 
only consistent estimator of the parameters employing second 
moments, apart from a constant factor; see Lindley (37, p. 
237). 
Fresh ground was broken by Wald (57) in 194-0, when he 
showed that under certain conditions consistent estimators of 
the parameters of the linear functional relationship can be 
obtained even though the variance ratio is not known explicit­
ly. Maid's method requires that one divide the observations 
into two equal groups independently of the errors ; this is 
possil le if the errors associated with one of the variables 
are sufficiently small, so small in fact that there is never 
any question as to which group contains a given observation. 
Maid's method was subsequently refined by Nair and Shrivastava 
( I4.I ), Nair and Banerjee (l+O), Bartlett (6), The il and van 
Yzeren (55), and Gibson and Jowett (23). The refinements in­
volve dividing the observations into three groups rather than 
two; the middle group of observations is ignored, and so the 
question of deciding how many observations to put in each 
group arises. The results obtained by the aforementioned 
writers are summarized by Madansky (38). 
Another way of obtaining estimators of the parameters in 
question is to use so-called "instrumental sets of variables". 
Instrumental variables are s imply additional variables closely 
related to the "investigational set" of variables. For 
example, if one were interested in studying the relationship 
between the deflection of a beam and the stress at a given 
point on the beam, the weight used to produce the deflection 
would be an instrumental variable. This method has been 
elaborated at length by Reiers/l (I4.7) and summarized briefly 
by Madansky (38). The method of grouping is actually nothing 
more than a special case of the method of instrumental vari­
ables wherein the instrumental variable can take on only the 
values -1, 0, or 1 whenthe observations are partitioned into 
three groups and -1 or 1 when the observations are partitioned 
into two groups. Housner and Brennan (27) and Durbin (18) 
both suggest that if the order (according to magnitude) of 
the observed values of one of the variables is the same as 
the order of the true values, then the order number itself 
would make a good instrumental variable. As far as I can 
tell, no one has seen fit to exploit this suggestion or to 
scrutinize it in detail. 
This still leaves open the problem of estimating the 
parameters when no information is available concerning the 
magnitude of the errors or their relative variance and when 
no instrumental variable is relevant. A very substantial 
contribution to the whole subject was made by Reiers^l (4-8), 
who showed in 1950 that if the errors are normally distribut­
ed, then the parameters a and (3 are non-identifiable if and 
only if the true value of each variable is a constant or if 
the true values are normally distributed. That is to say, in 
either of these two situations it is possible to find more 
than one set of values of a and (3 which gives rise to the 
same distribution of x and y unless one has additional in­
formation sufficient to render the parameters identifiable. 
It follows from Reiers/l's theorem that, except for the 
trivial case when all the X^ are exactly the same, the para­
meters a and (3 of the linear functional relation are always 
identifiable when the errors are normally distributed. They 
can, in fact, be estimated by the method of maximum likeli­
hood, and Kiefer and Wolfowitz (34-) have shown that the maxi­
mum likelihood estimators of these parameters are strongly 
consistent. This apparently came as something of a surprise 
to most statisticians who wers familiar with Lindley' s 194-7 
paper (37). In that paper Lindley had applied the method of 
maximum likelihood in the situation where the errors are 
normally distributed with X unknown; he showed that it led to 
estimators of the variances which were not consistent, and he 
left the matter at that point, without solving for the esti­
mators of a and (3. Kiefer and Wolf owitz in the paper just 
cited explain why it is that the maximum likelihood estimators 
of a and (3 are consistent while those of the variances and 
covariances are not. 
Wolfowitz has developed another technique, known as the 
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minimum distance method, for estimating the parameters of the 
linear functional relation in identifiable situations. The 
estimates are chosen so as to minimize the "distance" between 
the empirical distribution function of the observations and 
the true distribution function of the random variables corre­
sponding to the observations when the parameters are replaced 
by their estimates in the latter distribution. This, of 
course, requires a more-or-less arbitrary definition of dis­
tance as well as knowledge of the distribution of errors. 
The technique has been described at length by Wolfowitz in a 
series of papers (59, 60, and 6l). 
When replicate observations are made, the whole problem 
becomes far simpler, and a variety of estimators has been 
proposed. These are discussed, with appropriate references, 
in sections 2.1 and 3.2. As far as I can determine, no one 
has compared these estimators with regard to bias; Madansky 
(38) has compared the asymptotic variance of two of them, but 
the approximations he has made have led him to conclusions 
which are erroneous in my opinion. The matter is discussed 
at length in section 3.5 of this dissertation. Tukey (56) 
has given statistics which purport to estimate the variances 
of several slope estimators, which variances are not given, 
however. According to Madansky (38, p. 194-) the estimates 
"will not be too good in the usual cases of grouping, where 
r (the number of replicates) is small, or when one has an 
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instrumental variable.11 Thus there seems to be virtually 
nothing in the way of small-sample results concerning slope 
estimators. 
1.3. Scope of Investigation 
This investigation is confined to point estimation only, 
which curiously enough seems to be a more formidable problem 
than interval estimation in this area of statistics. And 
since the slope is generally of greater interest than the 
intercept, from the standpoint of applications at least, 
attention has been focused largely on the former. However, 
large-sample results are given for estimators of a also. 
People seem generally satisfied to estimate the intercept, 
once the slope has been estimated, by imposing the condition 
that the fitted line pass through (x, y). This gives, of 
course, the consistent estimator 
a = y - bx , 
where b is the estimated slope and a is the estimated inter­
cept. I have contented myself, for the present at least, with 
this estimator of a although I have not as yet investigated 
its behavior in the small-sample case. 
There are very many aspects of point estimation that one 
might study, but in a dissertation of moderate scope one must, 
of course, make some choice among them. I have chosen to 
study the bias, the mean-square-error, and the asymptotic 
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variance, partly because of their innate interest to the 
statistically unsopnisticated and the statistically sophis­
ticated alike, and partly because it seemed wise to attack 
first the simpler aspects of what is a formidable problem. 
The small-sample variance of any statistic equals its 
mean-square-error minus the square of its bias. In all of 
the estimators studied, the square of the bias is very small 
compared with the mean-square-error, so that the variance is 
essentially equal to the latter. 
Finally, it has proved necessary in the small-sample case 
to restrict the error of the independent variable, and for 
certain results, of the dependent variable as well, to a cer­
tain finite range in order that the investigation could be 
carried out. I feel that most workers in the physical and 
engineering sciences will regard the assumptions I have made 
concerning the range of the error as indeed very mild and 
will be prepared to endorse them unhesitatingly in most of 
their researches. On the other hand I am quite willing to 
concede that these assumptions may be untenable in many situ­
ations in the biological and behavioral sciences, and some­
times in the physical sciences as well. But then it is an 
old story that assumptions sufficiently general to satisfy 
one investigator are much too unspecific to satisfy another 
working in a different area. In the final analysis each must 
decide for himself what assumptions are appropriate. 
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2. LARGE-SAMPLE RESULTS WHEN ERRORS ARE INDEPENDENT 
2.1. Heuristic Considerations Suggesting Estimators 
of the Slope 
Suppose that Y^ = a + (3X^, i = 1, 2, ..., n , where a 
and {3 are unknown constants, while the X^ and Y^ are sure 
variables. However, it is not possible to observe either 
Xi or Yi* onl7 and ^it' wher^  
xit = xi + eit 
7if = Yi + fit' 
i = 1, 2,..., n 
t = 1, 2,..., r± 
t' = 1, 2,..., s. 
si g = — is a constant, independent of i . 
i 
In this situation we have replicated observations on each X^ 
and Y^. The problem is to estimate (3. 
We introduce now the following notation and assumptions : 
R = 2r^ S = 2s ^ 
ei. = F7 2 eit fi. = sT fit' 
e 
.. 
= ÏÏ 2 riei. f.. = I 2 sifi. 
and similarly for x^ , x , y^ , and y ; 
X = g 2 rjX^ Y = g- 2 s^Y^ ; 
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E(e.t) = 0 E(eft) = n2 = a\ 
E(elt> " 0 E(eit' = % ' 
e^^_ and are independent unless i = i' and t = t1 . 
E(fit, ) = 0 E(f t^, ) = V2 = Oç 
E(flt,) = 0 E(f t^,) = Vk , 
and are independent unless i = i' and t = t ' . 
e^ and f^^, are independent for all i, i1, t, and t'. 
Consider the following mean-squares, suggested by familiar 
analysis-of-variance procedures: 
SXXB = éï 2 ri(xi. ' x..'2 
3yïb = À 2 5i(7i. - O2 
SXYB = À 2 rl(xi. " x." y..' 
SXXW = ïFn 22 <xit " xi. ' 
- 1 VV I -rr _ „ ^2 
YYW s™-- = s^ïï 2Z <?it' - fi.' 
If one examines the expected mean squares, which are 
shown in Table 1, the following estimators of (3 suggest them­
selves by the fact that each converges in probability to (3 
as n approaches infinity, provided that the expectation of the 
respective denominator is not zero. ( These expectations can 
vanish only in the trivial case where all the X^ are all the 
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Table 1. Expected mean squares of components 
Mean square Expected mean square 
rr 2 r, (X.-X)2 + -2 SXXB n-1 21 ii i A  °e 
SYYB n^T 2 si Y^i~^ + °f 
5 XYB 
3 G2 XXW e 
SYYW °f 
same* or in the case of bg, when (3 = 0.) 
bl = I 
XYB 
b2 = 
b3 = 
XXB " ^XXW 
SYYB " S YYW 
g 3 XYB 
SYYB " sYYW 
gTs XXB - SXXW^ 
1/2 
sgn (3 . 
There is, of course, the possibility that the denominator of 
b^, bg, or bj might vanish, in which case no estimate of (3 
would be defined by the estimator in question. This could 
happen, however, only with probability zero. 
For some time now statisticians have been using the 
analysis of variance to estimate correlation coefficients ; 
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see Smith (5k-) > Hazel (25), and Alexander (3). Of course, 
for regression models this is closely related to the estima­
tion of slope; however, the first explicit appearance of these 
slope estimators that I have been able to find is in a paper 
by Tukey (56). 
Yet another estimator is suggested by maximum-likelihood 
in the situation where the errors are assumed to follow inde-
p p 
pendent normal distributions, the variance ratio o^/oq is 
assumed to be known, say X, and r% = s^ = 1. The estimator 
of (3 is then 
(3 = 0' + [ ( 0 *  ) 2  +  X]1/2 
2( Yj-y)2 - XS(x.-x)2 
where 0\ = — —z • 
2Z(x1-x)(y1-y) 
This estimator is obtained as the solution of the equation 
(B22(x1-x)( y^-y) + (3[XZ(x^-x)2 - Z(y^-y)2] - XZ(x_-x)(y^-y) = 0. 
The details involved in arriving at this equation are given by 
Lindley (37). The plus sign is to be taken when 
Z(x^-x) ( y^-y) > 0 ; 
the minus sign is to be taken when 
2(x^-x) ( y^-y) < 0 . 
If Z(x^-x)(y^-y) = 0, the solution, and hence the maximum-
likelihood estimator, is (3 = 0, provided 
X2(x.-x)2 - 2(y1-y)2 f 0 . 
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When this last expression is also zero, maximum likelihood 
fails to give a determinate estimator of (3. Of course this 
can happen only with probability zero. This solution has 
appeared many times in the literature; see (5), (15), (35), 
(37), and (62). In (35) and (37) the estimator is given as 
(3 = 0' + [(#' )2 + X]1/2 . 
Madansky (38) has called attention to the need for the double 
sign preceding the radical and has given the condition cited 
above for the appropriate choice of sign. 
When X is unknown, it can be estimated from the data 
provided there is replication. To be specific, a consistent 
estimator of X is 
C _ 3 YÏW 
~ s * SXXW 
Proceeding on heuristic grounds one can construct an esti­
mator of (3 which makes use of X. For example, if s^ = r% 
for every i, one might estimate (3 by 
\ = 0 ± (02 + )^1^ 2 
S •yyD ~ ^ ®yyo 
where 0 = 5- , provided sYVR ^  0 . The positive 
XYB ' 
sign is to be taken when s^-^g > 0; the negative sign is to be 
taken when s^yB < 0. When s^^g = 0» we take b^=O provided 
that X s^_g - SyYB ^  °° If this last expression is also 
zero, bi is indeterminate. 
lit-
Of course b^ is not the maximum-likelihood estimator of 
(3 even for the case wherein the errors are normally distrib­
uted; it might be called a pseudo maximum-likelihood esti­
mator. The complete set of likelihood equations is very com­
plicated when X is unknown, and their explicit solution has 
not at this time been obtained. However, b^ is a consistent 
estimator of (3 even though the errors are not normally dis­
tributed provided they are subject to the mild restrictions 
set down at the beginning of this section. 
If s^ = gr^, g / 1, the pseudo maximum-likelihood esti­
mator is 
\ = f i [(f)2 + I11/2 
provided s^-yg / 0. The plus sign is to be chosen when 
SXYB > tlie negative sign, when s^g <0. If s^^g = 0, 
we take b^ = 0 provided X s^-g - s^^g ^  0. If this last 
expression is also zero, b^ is indeterminate. 
There is one final estimator we should like to indicate 
at this point: 
b I ZWjX, 
where 2w^ = 0, 2w^x^ / 0, and the w^ are constants, chosen 
in such a way that they are independent of the errors. The 
estimators of Wald, Bartlett, and Housner and Brennan are all 
special cases of this estimator. The question of choosing 
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the will be considered in detail in sections ij..3 and k-.B. 
It is clear that b^ is a consistent estimator of (3 when­
ever Sw^(X^-X) / 0, for Zw%y^ converges in probability to 
2w^(Y.-Y) = (32w^(X^-X), while Sw^x^ converges in probability 
to 2wi(Xi-X). 
Expectations of various functions of the e^^, f,, X^, 
and Y^ appear continually throughout section 2 and elsewhere 
in this investigation as well, For the sake of coherence, 
the expectations occurring most often are collected in sec­
tion 2.2. 
To simplify the typography the following convention is 
introduced. 
When more than one of the indices in the triad (i, j, k) 
occur in a summation, the sum is to be taken only over those 
terms for which the indices differ. When i, i1, and i" (or 
j, j', and j", or k, k1, and k") occur in a summation, all 
values are assumed by each index= For example 
2.2. Expectations of Various Statistics 
Used in Section 2 
3 3 
2 2 x.x 
1=1 j=l i j ~ 
3 3 
2 2 
+ ^ 2X1 + x2 + X2X3 i=l i'=l x 
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Finally, let = 2 
H i 
2.2.1. Vai* Z r.(e. -e )2 1 1 • « • 
Zr.(e. -e )2 = Sr.ef - 2Zr.e. e + Re2 = Zr.e, - Re2 
3. l e  * e  1 1 #  1  l e  •  •  • •  1 1 »  *  1  
[Zr,(e, -e )2]2 = ZZr.r,,e2 e2, - 2RZr.e2 e2 + R2e^ 
1 1 #  • •  - L I  J L  •  1  •  a .  X  e •  e  •  »  
EZZr.r.,e? e?, = EZr^e^ + EZZr.r.ef e4 
1 1  l e  1  •  l i e  X  J  - L  •  J  e  
», 3(r.-l)p,2 2 p H. i rp ;
= 2r. [—% + Ô :—] + n(n-l)n.p 
= 1 ?! 
~rt + n(n+2)lxl - Ë Â -
il il 
Sr.e2 e2 = E Zr^e2 
1 1 *  •  •  j  J  J  •  
= -§• Ee^ + ™ EZr.r^e? el 
R 1 * R J J J ' 
R R R 
EZKZ^ f.e?. = + 2'n2R'3D) 4 • 
t IT. Let /C~(z) denote the i cumulant of the random vari­
able z. Then ^(e_) = ^  Z,%^(r.e.J = ^  2ri(^-3ix2) 
_ ^ ~ 
3 ^2 
R3 * 
17 
E(e = -4 + (\ - ^3) ^  * 
RJ ^ R R / 
B['ri(ei.-e..,2]2 = (#: - r + s) 4+ 
+ (n2 
- l? + Is- r - 1} 4 • 111 
n 
0 o 
Since ESr.(e. -e ) = (n-l) Hp » 1 le • • 
Var[2r^(e. -e J2] = _ gn + 1^ ^  
H 
,+ + 4 • 
2.2.2. Var 2 2(e. ,-e. )2 
i t .  x '  
Var 2 2(e.,-e, )2 = E(22e2 -2r,e2 ? - [E22(e,,-e. )2]2 . 
.. , XX 1. 1X1 1 !• -L U -L • 
Now (22e2t-2r1e|i )2 = (22e|t)2 - 222e2t2ri,e2, ^ + (2r^e2 )2 
Var 22e2t = 22(ix^~h|) = TU^-^2) • 
E(22e2t)2 = + (R2-R)h|  • 
E22e2 2r..e?, = E22r.ef.e? + E22e2 2r,e? 1 U 1 1 • 1 10 1» lu j Je 
- 22 p- + (R-n)^2 
2 
= ny.j^  + n(R-l)H2 • 
18 
Var Sriei 
? ? ? 2r^ Var = 2r^ 
np-i. 3nn-? p 
-é - ié + Zn4 
2\£ 
ri 
O 2 3^2 -r2 
~7, 
H H 
E(2rie?> )2 
np.i 3nHp p 2 2 
H H 
+ n(n + 2 - ^ -)H2 • 
H H ^ 
Consequently, 
Var 22(elt-ele )2 = R^ + (R2-R)h2 " 2[n^ + n(R-l)n|] 
+ Jjlfc + n(n + 2 - ^ -)h2 + (R-n)2n| 
H H 
- (^— + R - 2n)ixjt + (J411 - R - !—) H2 « 
a H 
2.2.3. Var 2ri(Xi-X)ei 
Var 2r1(Xi-X)eli = E[2r^(X_-X)e^_]2 
= E2r2(X1-X)2e2_ 
= a2 Sr.(X.-X)2 . 
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2.24. ESr. (e. -e )222(e. , ,-e. , )2 1 1 • • • 1 1/ 1 • 
E2r,(e, -e )222(e., ,-e., )2 = E[2r.e2 -Re2 ][22e2 -2r.,e2, ]. 
1  l e  •  e  1 U  l e  1  l e  •  e  1 0  J - X e  
ESr^e2 SSe|,t = + nfR-l)^ • 
2  e2 .  = - î i  + n (n  + 2 -  | - )H2  ES2riri,ei ^,
H ' il 
RESr .e? e2 = ^  + nR + gR - 3n li . 1 1 , R R h2 
RE22e2te2< = ^  E2Se2t (2r^,e^,J2 = ^ S22e2^ 2r2,e2,^ 
R 
2r? 
= H?(R - -v1) + R~ + ^ 
(Sr2 - R)h| 
= ^  + (r-I)H2 
Combining terms we obtain 
ESri(si.-e..,22Z(ei't-ei'.)2 = (n - 1 " Sj + iH 
+ (R—n—3)(n—1)Ho + 3n 
H 4 
2.2.5. Var 2rj_(e^ .™e.. ) i.-**.. ) 
Var 2r,(e. -e )(f. -f ) = E[2(r.e. f. -r.e f. )] 
1  l e  o e  l e  *  e  1  l e  l e  l e e l e  
=E[2Zr.r.,e. e., f. f., -SSr.r.,e e., f. f., 
1 1  l e  1  e  l e  1  e  1 1  e e  l e  l e  l e  
-22r.r.,e. e f. f., +22r.r.,e f^ f., ] 
1 1  l e  e e  1 »  1  •  1 1  •  e  1  * 1  e  
20 
= - 2a|a2 + = Szl ,2,2 
2.2.6. Var s^ -yg 
Let T = 2r.(x. -x My. -y ) ; then 
1 J. * «• J- • •• 
Var SXÏB = (À) Var T " 
T = 2r. (X,-X)(Y.-Y) + 2r.(Y.-Y)e. + 2r.(X.-X)f. 11 1 11 1 • 11 1 • 
+ 2r,(e. -e )(f. -f ) . 1 1 • • • 1 # • * 
Var 2r,( Y.-Y)e. = a? 2r.(Y.-Y)2 . 11 1 * @ 11 
a2 
Var 2r1(X1-X)f1< = ~ Zr^(X^-X)2 . 
Now Yi-Y = p(X^-X) . 
Combining these with the results of section 2.2.5 we 
Var 3XYB = (éîf [(P2°e + i cf)2ri(Xi-X)2 + ^  °e°I 
2.2.7. Var s XXW 
SXXW = ÏTÏÏ 2S^ xit"xi. ^ = R^n SS^ eit"eiJ2 * 
2 
Var SXXW = (fFrï) Var SS^ eit"siJ2 • 
Using the result of section 2.2.2, 
2 
Var SXXW = (sfe) [(F^ + R " 2n)% + - H -
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2.2.8. Var SXXB 
Let T = Sr. (x. -x )2. Then sYYT, = —T and X 1 • • * .À-AJ3 Xi"™ X 
Var Syyb = —-—5- Var T . XXB 
T = Sr.(X.-X)2 + 2Sr., (X,-X)e. + Sr.(e. -e )2 . 
X  x  X X  X  •  X  X  •  •  •  
Var[2Sr1(Xi-X)e1> ] = i^Sr^X^-X)2 . 
Combining this with the results of section 2.2.1 and recall­
ing that 
Cov[Sr.(X.-X)e. , Sr.(e. -e )2j = 0 
X X  X  •  X  X  »  •  •  
we find that 
2 
3n _ 6n 3 ^ ^2 (2n-2-^+|n.|) 
H R R/ (n-1)2 
2.2.9. Cov(sXXB, s;mr) 
Cov^ sXXB,sXXW^ (n-lj(R-nj ESri X^i"X+ei.~e.J SS(e±,t e±,^) 
E^ SXXB S^XXW^ * 
ESr.(X.-X +e. -e )2SS(e.,,-e., )2 = 
X X  X  e •  •  X I /  X  »  
ESr,(X.-X)2SS(e.,,-e., )2 + ESr.(e. -e )2SS(e.,,-e., )2, 
X X  X  U  X  •  X  X  •  e  •  X  U  X  •  
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'.(X,-X)2ZZ(e.,.-e,, )2 = (R-n)o2Sr,(X.-X)2 X  - L  X V  X  •  " X X  
Combining this with the result of section 2.2.1}- we have 
C°v( SXXB'sXXltf) = R^^ n^ 1 ~ ÎFÏ ^  ~ g-) HI^ -3M.23 • 
2 « 2 • 10 • C o v ( s "5£"Y^ g > Q XXR ^ 
C0V(SXYB'SXXB) = (5^ï)2B[2ri(Xi™X)2 + 2Sri(Xi-X)ei> 
+ Sr.(e. -e )2][Sr.,(X.,-X)( Y.,-Y) 
«  X  X  •  •  •  X X  X  
+ Sr.,(e., -e )f., + Sr.,(X.,-X)f., 
X  X  •  •  t  X  •  X  X  X  •  
+ Zr^,(Y^,-Y)e^, ] - E( sXYB)E( sJCXB) . 
ESri(Xi-X)2Sri, (Xit-X)( Yi,-Y) = Sr1(X1-X)2Sr1, (Xi,-X)( Y±,-Y) 
ESr. (X,-X)e . Sr. , ( Y. ,-Y)e. , = o2Sr, (X.-X) ( Y, - Y) . 
X X  X  •  X  X  X  •  " X X  X  
ESr.(e. -e )2Sr. , (X. ,-X)( Y. ,-Y) = ( n-1 ) o2Sr. ( X.-X) ( Y.-Y) . 
X  X  •  #  •  X X  X  © 1 1  1  
All the other terms in the expansion of the bracket 
expressions have zero expectation. Hence 
2o2 
OOV^ SXYB,SXXB^ = n^_-jj2 Sri'Xi"X^  Yi-Y^  ' 
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2.2.11. Cov^ SXÏB'SXXW^ 
C0V(SXYB,SXX^ (n-l)(H-nj E^ SS^ eit~eiJ ][Sr^,(X^ ,-X) ( Y^ ,-Y) 
+ Sr.|(e., -e )f. , + 2r.,(X.,-X)f., 
_L J. • • # J- • J- JL JL • 
+ Sri,(Yi,-Y)ei,^] - E(SXYB^ SXXW^ ' 
E22(e.,-e. )2Sr, ,(X. ,-X)( Y. ,-Y) = (R-n) a?Sr. (X.-X) ( Y.-Y) . 
lu 1 * 1 1  1  "  -L - L  J l  
The other terms in the expansion of the bracketed ex­
pressions have zero expectation. 
o2 _ _ <? _ _ 
""^XYB'W = H?T ^ (X.-Xj^-Y) - ^  Zi-1(X1-X)(Y1-Y)=0. 
2.3. Asymptotic Variances and Covariances 
of Estimators of a and (3 
The asymptotic variance of the various estimators sug­
gested in section 2.1 can be obtained from their Taylor-
series expansions. As b^, bg, and b^ are rational functions, 
they can all be treated as f ollows : 
Let E(u) = U 
E(v) = V . 
Assume that v / 0 and V ^ 0. We now expand ^ in the neigh­
borhood of (U, V). 
^ • - ^ = ^ ( u - U ) +  ^  (v  -  V  )  +  t e r m s  o f  h i g h e r  o r d e r  
in u and v 
2k 
The asymptotic variance of Var^ ^  , is therefore 
Tr__ u _ Var u , Var v 2U Cov(u, v) ,-n i 
VarA ? - — + ? • 111 
The asymptotic variance of b^ and b^ can be obtained in a 
similar way and will be treated in subsequent sections. 
The approach throughout section 2 and section 3 of this 
dissertation is due to John Gurland, who considered the 
leading term of Var^ for b^, bg, bj, bj^, and b^. His re­
sults were presented at the Chicago meetings of the Insti­
tute of Mathematical Statistics in 1956 and at the national 
meetings in Seattle that same year but have never been pub­
lished. 
2.3.1. Var^ (b^ ) 
In this case, 
u = s 
XYB 
v SXXB " SXXW 
U = À 2r1(X1-X).(Yi-Y) 
v 
= A Zri(xi-x)2 • 
Var v Var sXXB + Var sxxw - 2 Cov(sxxB,sxxw) ' 
From sections 2.2.7, 2.2.8, and 2.2.9 
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Var v = 
"(n.1)2 -+ ei(rH'R)c,I + VrH'B)^  
where 
«l<rH'R) " ^ 2(2n " 2 * ^  + ^  - S> + ' R-^ ' 
, 6 _ on /1 1 \ 
B-n (R-nMn-l) r^- ~ R; 
^H-5' = " Is + r' + + R -2n> ~ ïpe 
2n ,1 l^ 
+ ( R-n ) ( n-1 ) rj^ " Rj ' 
Cov(u, v) = Gov(s%.%g,Sxxg) - Cov(s%yB,Sxxw) ' 
Prom sections 2.2.10 and 2.2.11 
2o2 
Cov(u, v) = Sr. (X.-X)( Y.-Y) . 
( n-1 ) 1 1 1 
Consequently, 
p2of + j °? (n-do^j 
Var.Cb-, ) = §rp^ ~ + —p-P 
A 1 Sri(X1-X)2 g[ Sr^(X^-X) ] 
p2^l(rh,r)ae + q2(rh,r)m^](n-l)2 
[Sr1(Xi-X)2]2 
Some explanation is in order here concerning our use of 
the term "asymptotic variance™ and the symbol Var^. When we 
employ the usual methods such as moments, maximum likelihood, 
or minimum chi-square to estimate the parameters of a 
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distribution which does not involve a covariate, the asymp­
totic variance is ordinarily However, when the dis­
tribution involves a covariate, it is not possible to make 
such a simple statement; the order depends upon the covari­
ate. For example, in ordinary regression the asymptotic 
2 
variance of the slope estimator is whose order 
Z(X.-X)2 
clearly depends upon the spacing of the X^. 
The situation with respect to b^ is similar. Suppose, 
for example, that the X^ are uniformly spaced. Then 
Zr^(X^-X)2 = O(n^), provided the constants r^ are independent 
of n. Consequently the first term of Var^(b^) is 0(n ^ ), the 
second term is 0(n ^), and the third term is 0(n ^). As a 
second example suppose that our X^ are spaced according to 
the pattern 
~to ,co _ -to o0) ,to 
• • • 5 — J> i ~ d. y JL y Uj J. y <— y 5 y 
where to > 0. 
Since Çq x2c° dx = + j- , we have Zr.(X.-X)2 = O(n2(0+'1'). 0 203+1 
r 1 Consequently, the first term of Var^(b^) is 0 
the second and third terms are 0 
while 
1 
m+1 
Thus the second 
Ln 
and third terms are of higher order than the first, but if 
to is small, the orders do not differ much. We shall here 
rule out negative values of to, for they would imply an 
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infinite number of the X^ squeezed into a finite interval, 
in which case it does not seem reasonable to talk of the 
asymptotic variance at all because the first term is no 
longer the dominating term. 
In view of the anomalous connotation of "order" in con­
nection with the asymptotic variance of the slope estimators, 
it seems appropriate to retain the terms containing 
[2r^(X^-X)2j 2 so that we can make a finer comparison of 
our estimators in section 2.6. When we speak of the "asymp­
totic variance" of b^ or use the symbol Var^(b^), it should 
be understood that we are including these terms. The same 
comments apply to b?, b^, and bj^ considered subsequently. 
2.3.2. VarA(b2) 
Take u = 
V  = g s  
XYB 
0 = êî *>i<v ï)2 
V = 2r1(Xi-X)(Y1-Y) . 
Var u - Var Syyg + Var sy-y^ - 2 Cov( Syyg»s YYW^ * 
These variances and covariances can be easily obtained by 
permuting the symbols in the corresponding expressions in­
volving the X's. Thus, 
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1|.ct22S (Y.-Y)2 K 
Var u = j2 + f + ^ 2 s^H,S 1+ ' 
2 a2 
Cov(u, v) = 2s .(X.-X)( Y.-Y) . 
A 2 2r1(Xi-X)2 g[2ri(Xi-X)d]^ 
p2C 1^(3H,S)a^ + q2( sH,S) V|4_](n-1)' 
[2s1(X1-X)2]2 
2.3.3. vara(b3) 
u syyb " syyw 
v = s^sxxb " sxxw^ 
D = À 2si(ïi-î)2 
v = a zri(xrs)2 • 
»- », - > -
+ terms of higher order in u and v 
Since u and v are independent in this case, 
v a r a < b 3 > = ^ + o f ^ .  
Consequently, 
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Var, (b-,) = 
p2°? + ±4 p2[q1{rh>r)a^ + q2(rh,r)^](n-l)2 e 
A 3 2ri(Xi-X)2 i].[2r1(Xi-X)2]2 
[ft1(sH,S )o^ + Q2(sH,S) V,, ](n-l)2 
4p2g2[2r1(X1-X)2]2 
2.3.1}-. Var^(bi) 
When sXYB f 0, 
\ - i -~  " i f  * i'vz 
where x = 
sxxw 
* _ SYYB " XsXXB _ SYYBSXXW " SYYWSXXB 
P 2s 2s s ' 
XYB XXW XYB 
When sXYB = 0, b^ = 0 provided - s^^ ^ 0 . If this 
latter expression is also zero, we do not define bj^. 
Now ^  converges in probability to 
*»i<y«2 • 4' - °f[A gp2°f-°f 
apgo^zrj^txj-x)2 2[3ga2 
n-1 
2 A 
and ^ converges in probability to 
g2p^ - 2g(32 g2o2 + ofe a2 _ (gp2g2 + o2)2 
4P2g2a^ go2 4p2g2o4 ' 
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Therefore b^ converges in probability to 
2 2 2 2 2 2 
sp °e * 4 sp of + 
^ 2 + ^~2~L = P • 
2pgo@ 2pgo^ 
Consider b^ = F^ syYB,sYÏW,SXXB'sXXW,SXYB^* Denote E(syyg) 
by Syyg and the other four mean squares analogously. We now 
expand in a Taylor series about syyb,SYYW,SXXB,SXXW' and 
\ " p = (gp202+"2)2;ri(xi.x)2 ^"e^tïb^yïb' " 
paf(sxxb"sxxb^ + paf^sx»rsxxw^ 
2 2 2 
+ (cf-gP ae )(sXYB-SXYB^ ^ + terms of higher order. 
Vai"A,^) = (gP^fi^r^-X)2]2 [P2°= VaP S™ 
+ P CTe Vai> 3yyw + P °f ^ ar SXXB + P ^f "Var 
+ (a2-gp2c2)2 Var - 2p2a^ Gov)s^,3^) 
2(3 Cov(3xxB,sxXw)^ 5 
, % ^^e i 4 (gP2G2-o2)2 (n-l)cfo2 
Var. (b. ) = 5 8—1 + g 1 
A 4 Sr1(X.-X)2 (gP a2+c2)2 g[2r1(Xj_-X)2]2 
4 p2ui(rh,r)a[j-+ qgu^fo^hn-l)2 
(gp2o2+o2)2 [Zr^(X.-X)2]2 
cA p2[Q1(sH,S)2^+ Qg(3H,S) ^ j(n-l)2 
(gP^Og+a2)2 [Zr^(X.-X)2]2 
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2.3.5. VarA(bL) 
We take u = 2w^y^ 
v = 2w^x^ 
u = 2wj_y1 
V = 2w JL . 
Assume v / 0 and V / 0 
2 wi Then Var u = 2 —-
i 
2 "i Var v = oe S — • 
Consequently, 
Var.(bT) 
2 wi 2 2 wi 
_ sf + g °ez fj 
A>"1' (îw.Xj2 
s. ,=„= I "*î 
It is interesting to consider the choice of the w^ that min­
imizes Var.(bT). The w. can be obtained as follows : a l 1 p 
Let F = i-p . 
(zw^) 
Since 2w^ = 0, we can also write 
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. . A  
[Zw^Xj-X)]2 
Setting the i^ partial derivative equal to zero we have 
w. __ _ w? 
~ zw^(x^-x) - (xj.-x) 2 — = 0 . 
Solving this set of n equations we obtain 
= cr1(xi-x) , 
where C is any arbitrary constant except zero. Of course, 
we have found the unrestricted maximum of P, but since the 
restriction is satisfied by the w^, this is also the max­
imum subject to the restriction 2w^ = 0. Denoting the esti­
mator .which employs these weights by bg, we have 
(Bo2 + J a2 
Var.(b0) = Sz~? • 
* ° 2r,(X,-X)2 
2.3.6. Comment on leading term of Var^ 
We should like to point out at this time that the lead­
ing term of Var^ is precisely the same for b^, bg, b^, b^, 
and b^. This fact was emphasized by Gurland at Chicago 
and at Seattle but has never appeared in print, so far as 
we are aware. 
When the leading term is of appreciably lower order 
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than the remaining terms of Var^, it certainly seems reason­
able to neglect the higher order terms and to conclude that 
all the estimators have the same asymptotic variance. As we 
have pointed out in section 2.3.1, some spacings of the X^ 
will cause the second and third terms of Var^ to have an 
order of magnitude which does not greatly exceed that of the 
first term. It therefore seems worthwhile to retain all the 
terms in order to arrive at a more delicate comparison of the 
various estimators. 
2.3.7. Asymptotic variance of intercept estimators 
The estimator of a is almost invariably taken to be 
a = y - bx 
inasmuch as it is a consistent estimator of a. We shall 
expand a in a Taylor series about (X, Y, (3). 
a - a = (y - Y) - (3(x - X) - X(b - (3) 
+ terms of higher order in x , y , and b. 
a2 a2 
Var^(a) = + |32 + X2 Var^(b) 
- 2X Cov.(b, y ) + 2px Cov.(b, x ) . 
A • • ii • • 
Now b depends only on sXXB* ^ XXW*^^^ and s* Con­
sequently we write b as a function of these: 
b = F^ SXXB,SXXW,SXYB'SYZB,SYYW^ • 
3 k  
3t? 
Denote , evaluated at the point 
xxb 
^sxxb,sxxw,sxyb,syyb,syyw^ ' 
by I ^—) , and similarly for the other derivatives. 
^ ^xxb/^ 
b 
" 
p = ("fe)0 (sxxb-sxn.,' + (-p^)o t8rarW 
5f_ ^  / _g ) 
v 3 XTVT2 ° "WT2 ' 
* (/4ÏB2 <SXÏB*SXÏB) + (, V3YÏB"°ÏÎB 
+ (li^) urarsY») + fcems of hlsher order 
in sxxb'sxxw'sxyb,syyb,syyw * 
Cov^(b, x J ^°^^XYB' ' 
cov(s^, %^) = cov(s^, e_) 
= -rr Be 2[(X.-X) + (e. -e )][(Y.-Y) 
ii"" JL • • 1 X • • • X 
+ ( f . -f ) ] . 
J- • • e 
Ee^2(Xi-X)(Yi-Y) = 0 . 
Ee# >2(Xi-X)(fiï-f _ ) = 0 . 
Ee 2(Y,-Y)(e. -e ) = 2(Y.-Y)Ee (e. -e ) = 0 . 
•  •  X  X  • • e x  • • X e • • 
Ee 2(e. - e )(f. -f ) = 0 . 
•  •  X  •  #  •  X *  • •  
Consequently, Cov^(b, x ) = 0. Similarly, Cov^(b, y^ ) = 0, 
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Therefore, 
°f P °p -p 
^ ^ R" ^ Var^(b) . 
It is a simple matter then to write down the asymptotic vari­
able for a once that of b has been obtained. 
2.3.8. Asymptotic covariance of slope 
and intercept estimators 
(a-a)(b-(B) = (y^-Y)(b-(3) - p(x^-X)(b-(3) - X(b-p)2 
+ terms of higher order in x , y , and b . 
Therefore, 
Cov^(a,b) = - X Var^(b) . 
2.1}.. Special Cases of 2,3: Constant Replication 
The formulas of section 2.3 become much simpler when 
r^ = r and s ^ = s , where r and s are constants independent 
of i. The asymptotic variances may be obtained from the 
previous results by substituting rn for R, sn for S, r for 
r^. and s for s^. Under these conditions 
qg(rg,r) = q2( sh,s ) = 0 . 
= n(n-lMr-l) * 
¥3H-S) = nU-I)(s-U • 
Consequently, 
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(32of + i a2 (îi-l)a2a2 2(32(n-l) (nr-l)cA 
Var,(bn ) = — + —ô — ? ? + —p _ p p. 
A 1 r2(x.~xr gr2[2(X^-X)2]2 nr2(r-l)[2(X^.-X)2]2 
(32o2 + ^  o2 (n-l)a2o2 2(n-l)(ns-l)o& 
Var. (b5) = —_po +"—p „ p p + —p p _p p 
A 2 r2(Xi~X) gr2[2(Xi-X)2]2 ns2(s-l)p2[Z(X_-X2]2 
(32a2 + ^  a2 (32(n-l)(nr-l)o^ 
Var. (b0 ) = °ô— + 
A 3 r2(Xi-X)2 2nr2(r-l) [2(Xi-X)2]2 
(n-l)(ns-l)o^ 
2ns2(s-l)p2[2(X1-X)2]2 
Var, (bi ) = — % + *-§ ir-p —~?  ?  
A 4 r2(X_-X)2 (gP *e + °f^ gr2[2(X^-X)2]2 
2 p2 ( n-1 ) ( nr-1 ) o^ 
(g(32a2 + o2)2 nr2(r-l)[2(X1-X)2]2 
c h  Z ( n - l ) { n s - l ) a i  
+ - e 1 
(gp2a2 + a2)2 ns2(s-l)p2[2(Xi-X)2]2 
..r lb I J r 1 ' .  
A L r(2w.X^)2 
^ + p2a2 
Var.(bn) = £ 6 
A 0 r2(X1-X)' -X)2 ' 
If we further assume that r = s, these expressions be-
c orne 
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p2of + oE (n-l)ofa? 2p2( n-1 ) ( nr-1 ) 
VarA(b, ) = S 1 + Ë.1 + 8 
'A'"1' rS(X,-X)2 r2( 2(X,-X)2]2 nr2(r-l)[2(X^-X)2]2 
(B2o2 + o~ (n-l)a2a? 2( n-1 )( nr-1 ) a i  
Var. (b0 ) = § % + -Ô M-ô + 1 
A 2 rZ(X^-X)2 r2[S(X1-X)2]2 nr2(r-l)p2[2(X^-X)2]2 
p2a2 + a? p2( n-1) (nr-1 )a^" 
VarXbJ = ^ | + e 
A 3 rS(Xi-X)2 2nr2(r-l)[2(X1-X)2]2 
( n-1 )( nr-1 )<A 
+ -
2nr2 ( r-1 ) (32 [ 2( X.-X)2 ]2 
_ p2o2 + o2 (P2cf - o2)2 (n-l)o2o2 
VarA(bV r2(X±-X)^ (p2o2 + a2)2 r2[2(X±-X)2]2 
a i  2p2( n-1 ) (nr-1) 
+ 1 e 
( p2o2„ + a2)2 nr2(r-l) [2(Xi-X)2]2 
2(n-l)(nr-l)o^ 
( p 07 + oc) nr ( r-1 ) p^ [ 2( X. -X) ~ ] ' 
Var„(M = ^  + ZW| 
A L P (2wiX1)2 
vara(b0) = ^"57 * 
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2.5» Other Estimators of the Slope 
In addition to the estimators already suggested, there 
are other simple possibilities. In particular, 
2(xi-x)(y1-y)2 2( yi~y) (x.-x)2 S(y1-y)3 
g j " " ~ o y and q 
2(xi-x) (y^-y) 2(x1~x) 2( xj-x) ( y,-y) 
are all consistent estimators of p provided that the respec­
tive denominators do not have expectation zero. Furthermore, 
none of them require replication! 
We shall show now that the first of these is consis­
tent; the proof that the other two are consistent is quite 
s imilar. 
E2( x^-x) ( y^-y)2 = 2E(xi-x)E(yi-y)2 
= 2(Xi-X)[(Y1-Y)2 + ^  a2] 
= p22(X1-X)3 
E2(xi-ï)2(yi-y) = (32(X^-X)3 . 
2(x.-x)(y.-y)2 
Consequently 3-^ — converges in probability to p. 
2(xi-x) (y\-y) 
In view of the fact that these estimators do not require 
replication, it is of interest to examine their asymptotic 
variance. We shall obtain the leading term of Var^(b^) where 
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2(x.-x)(y.-y)2 
b = 1 _ 1 
2(xi-x) (y\-y) 
by using equation [2.3 - 1]. (Henceforth equations will be 
designated by the section number first, followed by the number 
of the equation within that section, all enclosed within 
brackets.) We take 
u = Z(xj-x) (y^-y)2 
v = 2(x1-x)2(yi-y) 
• U = P22(X.-X)3 
V = (32(Xi-X)3 . 
Now Var u = S2(x_-x)2(y^-y)^ 
+ E22(x.-x) (x .-x) ( y.-y)2( y .-y)2 - U2 . 
- L  J  - L  J  
E2(xi-x)2(yi-y)i| = p^2(Xi-X)6 + (a2^  + 6o2p2)2(X^-X)^ 
+ d]_2(X1-X)2 + d2 , 
where = 6(2^) o2a2(B2 + S(f^-f )^ 
and dg = (n-l) o2E( f ^-f A . 
E22( x^x) (xy-x) ( yi-y)2( Jj-y)2 = P^22(X_-X)3(Xj-X)3 
- 
2(n
~
1^
 a2(322(X.-xA - J(i|-a2p2 + afp^) 22(X.-X)2(X.-X)2 ii x -l xi j. e l j 
+ d32(Xi-X)2 + dr , 
liO 
where and depend upon crQ, (3, and the f\ but not 
upon the X.. (All the d^ used subsequently exhibit the 
property of depending upon o , a^, (3, the f. and the e^ but 
not the X^.) Consequently, 
Var u = ^  (o2(3^ + ii_o2p2) [(n-l)2(X1-X)^ - 22(Xi-X)2(Xj.-X)2] 
+ d^2(x^-x)2 + d& . 
It may similarly be shown that 
Var v = ^(^o2p2 + o2) [(n-l)2(Xi-X)^ - ZZ(X_-X)2(Xj-X)2] 
+ d?2(X1-X)2 + dg . 
Now Cov(u,v) - E2(x.-x)3 ( y.-y)3 + E22(x.-x) (x .-x)2( y.-y)2( y.-y) 
1 1  —  J  1  J  
- UV . 
sf(x^-3e)3(y^-y)3 = p3z(x^_x)& 
and 
E22(x^-x)(xj-x)2(y^-y)2(yj-y) = p322(X.-X)3(X.-X)3 
- o2p)2(x^-x)^ - §(o2(33+o2(3)22(xi-x)2(xj-x)2 
+ d^2( X^-X)2 + d^g . 
Consequently, 
Cov(u,v) = - ^ (a2p3 + a2p)[(n-l)2(X1-X)^ + 222(Xi-X)2(Xj.-X)2] 
+ d112(Xi-X)2 + d12 . 
Prom equation [2.3 - 1] we obtain for the leading term of 
kl 
var^bj 
o2(32 + a2 _ l __ o — 2 
— T-? [7(n-l) 2(X.-X)/+ - 22(X.-X)(X.-X)] . 
n[2(X.-X)3]2 i i J 
The factor 
^ÏS(X1-X)3]"2[7(n-l)2(X1-X)1+ - 22(Xi-X)2(XJ-X)2] 
is very much larger than the factor [2(X^-X) ] , which plays 
the corresponding role in the estimators discussed in section 
2.3, unless the X^ are very skew indeed. For this reason 
I feel that bc is not likely to prove of much practical in­
terest . 
We have not pursued the investigation of the other two 
estimators mentioned above because of the conviction that 
they would also have large asymptotic variances. 
One can construct similar estimators of (3 which require 
no replication by using forms of any odd order in numerator 
and denominator, but we feel that they would exhibit even 
more unstability than those just discussed. We have not, 
however, actually investigated such estimators as they do not 
seem promising. 
2.6. Discussion of Results 
We turn now to a comparison of the asymptotic variances 
of the various slope estimators when r^ = s^ = r. The esti­
k2 
mators b^ and bg are easy to compare, for 
vara<bl' ' vara(b2) = ^  -  7  j '  
Consequently, 
Var^(b^) - Var^(b2) > 0 when p2 > X 
Var^(bj ) Var^( bg ) < 0 when p2 < X . 
In order to facilitate the comparison of b^ with b- and 
bg we shall make use of the fact that 
ni?» = F?I 
r fixed 
to justify approximating by . Making this approxi­
mation we have 
VarA(bl' " VarA<b3> = J w x . - t f f  (°e°f + Si @2 °e 
r P2°e r °f 
r-1 2 r-1 2p2 
Thus, Var^(b^) - Var^(b^) > 0 when 
,4 
'e°f + I î?Î^-FI >^0! 
2 y 2 
that is, when Ç^2^ < ^ y + 3 * criterion is 
evaluated for a few typical values of r in Table 2. The import 
of this table is that the asymptotic variance of b^ is less 
than that of b^ only when 
k3 
Table 2. Evaluation of r-1 
1/2 
r (No 
2 1.52 
3 1.59 
5 1.65 
QO 1.73 
p > 
( p 2 o  
In very much the same way we can compare bg with b^j 
Var^(bg) - VarA(b-j) > 0 when A' 
°14 
that is, when ^  ^ + \J(~~ j^ + 3 . Thus, the asymp­
totic variance of b^ is less than that of b^ only when 
(32 < X • We might summarize the situation diagram-
/o 
matically as followsî 
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In this region 
VarA(b2)<Var^(b^) 
VarA(b2)<VarA(b1) 
In this region 
VarA(b^)<VarA(b1) 
Var^cb^)<Vara(b2) 
In this region 
VarA(b^)<VarA(b^ 
VarA(b1)<VarA(b2 
x „ 1 
1 
1  _ x  / x  \  
f! <?)„ 
( 
Pf/q 
Pf/Q 
Comparisons with bj^ are somewhat more involved because 
p itself enters as well as Again approximating n^ p.j[j 
by we have 
VarA(b-L) - VarA (b), ) = 
a{D^
' r2[S(X,-X)2]2 
2x _ ,^2 _ 
( p  + x ) 2  e  x  ( p  + \ ) 2  
°Î4 + 2^ °e Â 
+ 7) irr 
The factor involving oQ, a^, X, and p can be written. 
2  . \ 2  ^ ^ 2  
r-1 = G, say. 
We are interested in the sign of G for various values of X, 
r, and P; in particular, we shall investigate the sign of G 
when ^5- > 1, for it is then that Var. (b-, ) is less than 
P A 1 
Var^(bg). For given values of ^  and r it is possible to 
find pn such that G > 0 when ]p| > pn. In order to do this 
14-5 
one need s imply solve the equation G = 0. The results for 
representative values of and r are shown in Table 3. The 
p 
import of this table is that the asymptotic variance of b^ is 
less than that of b^ whenever | {31 is less than |3q . 
Table 3. Values of (3q 
x_ 
„2 oO 
1 .70? .700 .683 .653 
2 .816 .790 .770 .738 
5 .913 .865 .836 .800 
10 .952 .896 .861 .820 
20 .975 .91^ .875 .831 
oo 1.000 .930 .890 .8^0 
The comparison of bg with b^ is simpler, for Var^Cbg) 
always exceeds Var^fb^)- This may be seen as follows : 
n-1 
" 
vara(N' = ?[z(vx)2? 
X + 2X
2 r 
_  ( p . - * ) _  x  -"32-\)2 
( (32+A)2 
, 2  ,  x2  
-v 2 Z 2 
2 , ^ \ 2  
1 x ^ 
+ ( p +x) 
,2 
) 2 / r-1 
,2 r-1 
A 
Now 2X^ r „2 . , ^ A- - —^5 0 X - —5 5- ——r- 6 is zero when r = 2 and (pz+\)2 (p2+x)2 r-1 
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2x2 2x2 1 is positive for all other values of r; —5 —5 ~ —5- is 
p  ( p  + x )  p  
always positive. Consequently Var^Cbg) - Var^(b^) > 0 
always. 
From the diagram on page one would not want to use 
b, unless he had reason to believe that — was close to unity. 
3 p2 
2 Consequently we shall compare b^ with b^ only for X = p . 
Under these circumstances 
v a ^ ,  -  v a r a ( y  =  [ p 2  -  £ (  p 2  +  ] < *  .  
VarA(b^) - VarA(b^) > 0 when |p| > .759 • 
It is clear that one must have some information concerning 
the magnitude of X. before he can choose rationally among b^, 
bg, bj, and b^. This is not to say that the precise value of 
X must be known; a rough approximation or perhaps an upper 
or lower bound might well be adequate. For example if one 
knew that X was not greater than ten while |p| was roughly 
twenty, he could say categorically that bj^ would provide the 
best estimate of p insofar as the asymptotic variance was 
concerned. The information concerning X might perhaps be 
obtained from the experimenter's knowledge of his technique, 
or failing that, one could take X as an estimator of X. 
Inasmuch as one almost never knows the precise value of 
X, I feel that the estimator b^ can scarcely ever be justified. 
kl 
\ After-all If one does not know X, how can he say that ^  is 
r 
close to unity; on the other hand, if he does know X, he 
should be using the maximum likelihood estimator. The situ­
ation is now quite clear and may be summarized briefly as 
follows : 
1. If p2 > A, use b^. 
2. If p2 < X, use bj^ when |p| > pQ; use b^ when 
IP| < Pq. (See Table 3.) 
If one does not know whether |p| < Pq or |pj > Pq and can not 
make a reasonable inference concerning this from the data, 
then he is s imply in no position to choose intelligently be­
tween b^ and bj^. 
In order to handle the situation when g ^ 1, ( g = p; see 
section 2.1) we make the approximations 
nr-1 _L r 
n(r-l) r-1 
ns-l 1 s 
n( s-U s—1 
Proceeding just as before we find that 
Var, (b-, ) - Var, (b0) > 0 when p2 > X Yr( r 11 # 
A  
^  &  2  Y 3 ( s - i ;  
Var. (b-, ) - Var. (bp) < 0 when p2 < X Vr^  r-1 )_ ^ 
A Vs(s-l) 
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Var ^(b1) - VarA(b^ ) < 0 when < + 
•A v u3 
vW + 3 • 
Var^(bg) - Var^(b^) < 0 when -Vf2 < + 
gp 
r-ll^ „ 3s(r-l) 
+ 3r(s-lJ * 
In order to compare b^ with b^ it is necessary to obtain 
values of (3n corresponding to specified values of —^p, r, and 
gp 
s ; these can be obtained by solving the equation 
I + 2P2 Â "Lii 
P2 + è 
M 
y + % 
^ v* ^  + a- ^  0 
for (3. Results have not been tabulated here as they would 
require a triple-entry table. 
it may be sno mi in 
g = 1 that Var^Cbg) - Var^(b^) > 0 always. 
Finally, if g = p2, Var^(b^) - Var^(b^) > 0 whenever 
fÂ + ÏFÏ>2 > i(Wi p2 + 1PÎ p>) • 
It should be emphasized that the recommendations made in this 
section are based upon consideration of the aymptotic variance 
only. It is possible, of course, that different conclusions 
4-9 
might result from consideration of the bias, say, or the mean 
square error. We shall return to this point in section I}, of 
the dissertation. 
5o 
3. LARGE-SAMPLE RESULTS WHEN ERRORS ARE CORRELATED 
3.1. Notation, Assumptions, and Preliminary Remarks 
We now modify the assumptions of section 2.1 by allowing 
the errors to be correlated. To be specific we shall consider 
the following model: 
xit = xi + eit 
?it = ri + fit 
i — 1, 2, ..., n 
t = 1, 2, ..., r, (r>l),' 
where e^ and f^ are correlated. It will be observed that 
we consider only the situation wherein the number of replicates 
is a constant, r, for each DL and Y^. One might of course 
envisage situations wherein the number of replicates varies, 
just as in section 2.1, but in the case of correlated errors 
the algebra is very heavy indeed. Furthermore, it seems likely 
that the expressions would be so complicated as to defy inter­
pretation, thus rendering the algebra empty. 
With respect to the model above we introduce the follow­
ing notation and assumptions: 
el. = r I eit fi. = r I flt 
e
. . = l 2 e i .  
and similarly for x^ , x , y\ , and y 
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x = H 2 xi 1 = 5 2 rl • 
E(elt) = 0 E(eft) = n20 E(e^t) = ^  ; 
e.^ and ^, are independent unless i = i1 and t = t ' . 
= 0 E(fft) = „02 Elf^) = ^  ; 
f\^ and are independent unless i = i1 and t = t1. 
b(eit fit' = 
E(e3it) = E(a2lt f.t) = B(elt f?t) = E(f^) = 0 
E(elt fitJ = Bleit fit) = ^22 E(eit fit' = flj ; 
e.^ and are independent unless i = i' and t = t' . 
Denote E(e"? f ^ ) by and similar expectations corre­
spondingly. Denote the cumulant corresponding to by ~Ki>l 
and similarly for the other cumulants. The assumption that 
all third moments, pure and mixed alike, are zero is rather 
innocuous; such is the case for any bivariate distribution 
the contours of which are symmetric with respect to the 
origin. 
The algebra involved in obtaining the expectations of 
the various statistics used in section 2.5 is greatly facil­
itated by the use of bivariate k-statistics, which are ex­
plained in detail by Kendall (32), with further elaboration 
by Cook (12). I have adhered scrupulously to the notation of 
these two writers and have also made specific references to 
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formulas found in their work, so that anyone desiring to 
verify my results can retrace the path I have followed. 
Two independent checks have been continually applied to 
the results in this section. The first involves setting 
^11 = ^31 = ^13 = ® and ^ 22 = ^20^02' under these conditions 
one should recover the results of sections 2.2 and 2.3 wherein 
it is assumed that the errors are independent. The second 
check involves putting f^ = e^ for all i and t; one should 
then recover familiar univariate results. For example, if 
f. . = e. , , then svvt, must reduce to svvtr. it rxt' Xxw XXw 
3.2. Heuristic Considerations Suggesting 
Estimators of the Slope 
Paralleling the development in section 2.1 we consider 
the mean squares defined there as well as 
SXYW = zz • 
The expectations of these mean squares are exhibited in Table 
k. 
The following estimators of p suggest themselves : 
, _ 
SXYB " SXYW 
bl -
b2 = 
b3 = 
SXXB " SXXW 
SYYB " SYYW 
SXYB " SXYW 
SYYB S YYW 
SXXB " 3 XXW 
sgn p . 
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Table 1|_. Expected mean squares of components 
Mean square Expected mean square 
sxxb 
r 
n-1 z(x^-x)2 + tige 
SYYB 
r 
n-1 2(y^-y)
2 + 
SXYB 
r 
n-1 S(xi-x)(Yi-Y) + \ixl 
sxxw ^20 
syyw ^02 
sxyw ^11 
Each of these is consistent provided that the expectation of 
its denominator is not zero (see section 2.1). Still a fourth 
consistent estimator of fB is suggested by maximum-likelihood 
when the errors are assumed to follow a bivariate normal dis­
til ^02 
tribution with known R = and known X = -—. The solution 
m-20 ^20 
of the likelihood equations is given by Acton (I, page 135)• 
The estimator of (3 is the appropriate root of the equation 
P S^XYB™RSXXB^ " ^ SYYB~XSXXB^ ~ À^SXYB " RsYYB^ = 0 ' 
This equation corresponds to equation [10], page 135, in 
Ac ton. Acton's notation differs slightly from that employed 
here ; he denotes s^-yg, s^g, s^^ by Sx^ y^, Sx^ x^ , and 
pj2 
Sy^ y^ , respectively, X by and omits the caret over {3. 
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Actually, Acton's equation [10] contains an error in the co-
R 
efficient of (B; he gives it as. Sy. y. - —5- Sx. x. whereas 
p X • X • ^ 1 • X • 
r ' it should read Sy. y. - —5- Sx. x_. . Acton's expression 
X • X • <- X • X * 
for (3R6, just preceding his equation [10] is also in error; 
it should read 
pR© = — R0 . 
p - R 
Equation [3.2 - 1] has the solution 
P = + [(#' )2 + L' ]1//2 
whe re 
V, _ SYYB " XsXXB 
2(sXYB~RsXXB^ 
L I  = ÀSXYB " RsYYB 
SXYB " RsXXB 
The positive sign is to be chosen when s^yg - Rs^Xg > 0; 
the negative sign is to be chosen when s^-yB ~ RsXXB < 
SXYB ~ RsXXB = one obtains from equation [3.2 - 1] above 
XsXYB " RsYYB 
S YYB ~ XsXXB 
as an estimator of p provided Sy^g - Xs^g f 0. If 
Syyg - is also zero, no finite value p can satisfy 
[3.2 - 1] except when, Xs^.yg - RSyyg is zero, in which case 
the solution of the likelihood equation is indeterminate. 
If R and X are unknown, they can be estimated with the 
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aid of sxy^j) sxxW' anc^  SYYW* ' 1^usj 
5 = 
gjocw 
c _ ^yyw 
a 
- ô • sxxw 
This suggests a sort of pseudo maximum-likelihood estimator of 
(3, analogous to that of section 2.1: 
"bj = (X 4- f + t.^1/2 >h = 0 ±  l)' 
where 0 = S™ " 
2(SXYB RsXXB^ 
t _^SXYB " RsYYB i-l ~ 
SXYB ~ RsXXB 
provided sXYB - RsXXB f 0 ; 
"X a _ Pq 
v _ XYB rtSYYB 
% —• nr-YYB ASXXB 
when sXYB - Rs^g = 0, provided that s^-^ - Xs^g f 0. If 
SXYB ~ RsXXB = 0 and svyg - ^sxXB = ^ could happen only 
with probability zero, of course), the method described gives 
no determinate estimator of (3. 
It is not suggested that bj^ is actually the maximum-
likelihood estimator of (3, but it is a consistent estimator 
of (3 if the assumptions of 2.5*1 are satisfied. This is shown 
in section 3 
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3.3 Expectations of Various Statistics Used 
in Section 3 
3.3.1. Var sXYB 
let t = s(x. # . ) 
T = 2(X.-X)(Y.-Y) + 2(X.~X)f. + 2(Y.-Y)e. 
1  1  X X *  X X *  
+ 2(e^ -e )(f^ -f ). 
Put mu = I 2(ei."e..,(fithen ku = . 
2 
Var ki;L = i) = n ^22 + n^T ^ "20^02 + ârl K11 ' 
(12, p. 187) . 
— ^20 — ^02 — ^11 
n°w /c20 = — ; ^02 = — ; *11 = — s and 
22 ^22 — ^"20^02 — 2^*11 ^ » P * ). 
= E(e2 f2 ) = X- E(Ze2 + ZZ6_6. J(Z_f2., + Z_Z_f,.,f. .) 
*22 - + ^it^iu^^/it' + 
- [m<22 (^"1)^20^02 2(r—l)] * 
Consequently 
z22 = ^3 [y,22 + (r-l)ti20ia,02 + 2(r-l)lif13 - 2°202 " 
^3 ^22 ~ ^20^02 ~ 2^11^ ' 
r-
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3*3.2. Var 
Let T = ZZte^-e^Xf^-f^) . 
P\it m„ = - 2(e . ,-e . ) (f.f-e. ) . 
-  •  _ i __L  r ^ lu 1. lu l. 
•j 
'Then Var T = r n Var • 
how ku = ^rr mn • 
As in 3.3.1, we have 
:11 = r "22 T r-T '"20Al"02 ' r^l ^11 Var kn. \ /C.p + ~T ^ pn^np + 1CT & 
1 , 0 2 x . 2^0^ 02 + 
r vp22 ^20^02 ^11' r-l 
Var T = (r-1)^ n Var k^ 
pi p . ^pn^np + 
(r-l) n -(Hoo - P-snH-n? " 2M-n ) + rxt>22 ^2Cr 02 ^11' r-l 
Hence, 
1 i -,2 > , ^20^02 + ^11 
Var = — (p-22 ' ^0^02 " ^ ^ll^ + 
3.3.3. Cov(sXyB' sXYW^ 
Let T= [Z(X.--X)( Y.-Y) + 2(X.-X)f. + 2( Y.-Y)e. 
1  1  X J-  •  X  X  •  
+ 2(e. -e )f. ] 22( e . , ,-e . , ,'f. ,+ . 
X  •  •  •  J -  •  J L  U  X »  X  U  
E2(e. -e )f. 2Z(e.,,-e., )f.,^ = ti222(e. e.,., f. f. 
X *  • «  X  •  X  u  X  •  X  U  X  •  X  v  X  •  X  
ei.ei' .fi.f i11 " e. .ei'tf i.fi't + e e., f± f 
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ezzze^e^f^f^ = g[n22 + (r-d^j + nu-l)^ 
= |[f22 '+ (ni-llti.^] . 
E222e. e. , f. f. = rEZZe . e . , f. f. , = rESe2 f? 
le 1 • 1# X v «Le J- • X» X • t5 • X • 
+ rE22e . f . e. f, 
1» 1# J • J • 
^11 
= 
+ n(n-l)r —^ 
~ '^22 + ^20^02 + 
+ n(n-l)r —~ 
r 
— 
+ (i*~l)(h'20^02 + 
n( n-1 ) ix?-, 
+ — 
r 
= [^22 + (r-l)^2q^02 + ( rn+r-2)^^] . 
ES2Sei'te. .fi.fi't = n E2SSei'tei.fi.fi't ' 
E222e e. , f, f, , + = J E222e. e. , f. f. ,, . 
ee X • X* X O 11 X* x * X* X U 
Consequently, 
ES^ ei."e.. )fi.22(ei» t"ei' Jf i't = " ^2 ~ ^22 " ^ 20^02 
+ (nr-2)^2^] . 
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ES(Xi-X)( Yi-Y)S2(e1,t-ei, ^ )fi, t = r-l)2(X.-X)2 . 
Therefore, 
E(T) = p 1^1n(r-l)2(X1-X)2 + 
+ (nr-2 )[x21] . 
Sinoe Oov(a^, ^-E(T) - E(8^)S(s^) 
=°v(sCT, sxw' = ^  " "if12 " . 
3.3.4. C°v( 3xybj- SXXB^ 
Cov(sXyb, sxxb^ = (n-1)2 E[2(Xi"X) + 22(X^-X)e^_ 
+ 2(e. -e )2] times [2(X. ,-X)( Y. ,-Y) + 2(X. ,-X)f. , 
1  •  •  •  X  1  X  X  •  
+ 2(Yi,-Y)ei,> + s(ei! ,-e., )fii J ™ E(SXYB^SXXB^ " 
2(e. -e )2 2( e. , -e )f. , 
Put m™ = — — mn - 1 ... 1 . 20 n 1U11 n 
k20 = n^ï m20 kll = rFT mll * 
cov(k20,kll) = ^(0 l) =.n ^31 + rrt ^20 &11 * ^12, p-
Now TC^ i = M31 ~ 3^20^11 > 1^1» p* 185 ^ • 
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|131 = ^ e( ze{t + 3me|telu 
m"] i ~ 3^20^11 
Therefore /C ~ 41 u 11 
•31 r3 
Covfk-,,.*,,) • ^  " ^ 11 + !!Vll _ 
2° ^ nr^ (n-l)r2 
2 2 Cov[S(e. -e ) , 2( e., -e )f. , ]= n Cov(mon,mn1) 
l e  •  *  l e  •  e  l e  ^  V  1 1  
2 
= (n-l)2 Cov(k20,k11) = (p^i-3^2o^ii) 
+ (2^20^1%) ' 
2 
E[2(e^ -e J 2(eii ."e.. )f±i . = ^ ^ l'^^O^ll^ 
+ —i (2^20^1%) + ^r^ ^20^11 ' 
E2(X1-X)22(Xil-X)(Y1,-Y) = 2(Xi-X)22(X1,-X)(Yi,-Y) 
E2(X.-X)22( e . , -e )f. , = ^ 2(X.-X)2 . 
1  l e  e  e  1  #  X  1 1  1  
E2(X.-X)e. 2(X, ,-X)f, , = ^  2(X.-X)2 . 
JL e <!• J* e 
E2(X.-X)e. 2(Y. ,-Y)e., = ^  2(X.-X)2 . 
1  l e i  1  •  X  1  
E2(ele-eei )22(X1,-X)(Y1,-Y) = Szl ^ ZiX^X) (Y^Y) 
Therefore, 
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2r( -, ) p -i 
C°v( s^yb» SXXB ^ = (^ Z]j2 2(XI-X) + — ( ^31™^^20^11 
+ 
2y2oh.l 
n-1 
3.3.5. cov(sx'yw'sxxb) 
"«'«XW'W = n(n-l) ( r-I J »I« VX,Z + 22<VX)ei. 
" 
e^sxyw^e^sxxb^ • 
E 2 ( e ^ -e ) 22( e ^ , ^.-e ^  — E( 222e^ ^ 1 -k~ne . e 22eit"^it 
- r22e? e, , f. , +nre2 2e . f. ). 
1 • 1 » 1 • •• J. • le 
E222e||e1,tf1,t = E2Sei.eitflt + ESSSei.ejtfjt 
— — [^^+( r-1)^20^11^ + n(n-l)^2Q^21 
= f [^i+tm-d^ii: 
E°e!.ï2®itfit = n E2e?'.S2eitfit ! n ESÏ2e!.ei.tfi'f 
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•
2 
~ * - -•p*-,-? f. + rE22e2 . . _ . l. l. l. j. j ErZ2e^ e^, f^, = rE2ei + 22e_. e f,
nPtI31 + nr(n-l) 
nr [ ^ 3i+3 ( r~1 ^ 20^111 nr(n-l)ix20m.i;l 
? + ? 
= h 
r' 
^2 ^31+^nr+2r-^ ^ 20^11^ * [1] 
Enre^Ze^^f^^ n rESei'.Sei.fi. p2 £ M-jj+tnr,+2r' 3 ^20^11 ^ 
Therefore, 
ez(e._-e__)2zz(e.,t-e.;;_)f.,t = h31 
+ ( r2n-3r-nr+3 ) ^o^ii • 
EZ(Xi-X)2SS(eiIt-ei, ^)fi(t = n(r-l)^2(X^-X)2 
Consequently, 
^31 ~ ^^20^11 
C0V(SXYW,SXXB) = nr 
3.3.6. Cov( Sy^YQ' SXXW^ 
Cov(sXYB,sXXW^ = n(n-lj( r-l J E[22(e^,^.-e^,J times 
2(X.-X)( Y.-Y) + Z ( X , - X ) f ,  + 2(Y.-Y)e, 
X  X  X  X  •  X X *  
+ 2( e ^ -e )f ^ J . 
61). 
E22(e., ,-e ., )22(e, -e )f, = E[222e2,,e. f, - r22e2 e. f, 
1  v  J L  •  1  •  • •  1  •  1  u  1  * J L  •  l e l e l i  
- e 222ef,.f. + re 22ef, f. ] . 
•  •  l u j - e  • •  1  •  1  •  
E222e2,.e. f. = E22et,e. f. + EZ2Zet,e. f. 
I v l e J L *  l U l e l e  It J  »  J  •  
= p + (r-1 ^ 20^11^ + n(n-l)ix20m.i:l 
= f + (nr-l)k2o^n] ' 
Er22e^,ys^yf^^ = ^  ^31 + (nr+2r-3 )^20^11^ fr>ora [3.3.5 - 1] 
Ee ^ <222e1,tfle = ^  ESSSeiitei.fi. = r ^31 + (nr_1^ 20^11^ " 
Ere
..
zïei'.fi. = I ZZe!'.ei.fl. = ^2 ^31 + <"^-3)^0^1 
Therefore, 
E22(evt-e1,i)22(e1_-e-_)f1- = ^ 
+ ( r2n-3r-nr+3 ) . 
r 
Now 
E2(X1-X)( Y1-YÎ22(e1,t-e1, ^ )2 = n('r-l ) ^2q2( X^X) ( Y.-Y) . 
Consequently, 
0ov(sXÏB'sXXw) = . 
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3.3 .7 .  Gov^sxw,sXXMr,) 
Following the notation of section 3.3.2 put 
ra20 = r I (eit"ei.'2 * 
. Then k2Q = m20 . 
Cov(k20,k1:L) = /C(2 |^31 + î§î ^ 20^11 
= r ( ^31-3^20^1 ) + jtj ^ 20^11 • 
p o 
Cov[22(eit-ei ) , 22(e.,^-e^,^)f^,^] = nr "Cov(m20,mi;L) 
p  
= n(r-l) Cov(k2Q,k^^) . 
Cov( SXYW,SXXW^ n Cov(k20,kll^ 
nr (lX31 3^ 20^11 ^ + n(r-l) ^ 20^11 ' 
3.3.8. cov(sxyb"sxw,sxxb"sxxm) 
Cov( sxïb-SX"ÏW' SXXB~SXXW^ Cov^  SXYB'SXXB ^ " C°V^ SXYB>SXXW^ 
Cov^ SXYW,SXXB^ + c°v( sx^f» SXXW^ ' 
Combining results from sections 3.3.1)-, 3.3.5, 3.3.6 and 3.3*7 
one obtains 
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2 
ei.~e .. ) nr3 ^ !x22"tj'20tx02"'2till ^  
E2(Xj-X)22( Y^-Y)2 = 2(Xi~X)2S( Yi ,-Y)2 . 
e2(y1-y)22(e1,i-ei<)2 = ^ ^ sty^y)2 . 
_ H-,-, _ 
E2( Y.-Y)f . 2(X. ,-Xje . , = 2(X.-X) ( Y.-Y) . X  1 * 1  J. •  JL  J .  J -
E2(Xi-X)22(f1,i-fi<)2 = 0^22(Xi-X)2 . 
Therefore, 
ij-rpn--,, _ 2 , 
Cov( syyB,sXXB^ = ~ 772 s(xi"x^  + Hr ^ ^22~^2O^O2~2^  (. n-i / 
+ 
z4i 
n-1 ' 
3.3.10. cov(syyg»sxxw^ 
= n( n-l)( r-l J EU(YrY)2 + ZUY±-Y)f±_ 
+ 2(f. -f )2]ZZ(e -e. , )e. , . X* • • X v X • X v 
e(syyb^e^sxxw^ • 
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= e(zzze^,^f^-nf_zze.^ 
-rZ2e?, f2 +nrf2 Se2 ) 1 • j. • • * Jl • 
E222e?, , f2 = e22e2 f? + E222e2 f2. 
X v  X • X U  X • X U  J  •  
= |l>22 + + n(n-l)p.2^  
= § [^22 + (r%-l)^2^] . 
enf2,zze2,t = ^ ezzze2,^. . 
ErZ2e2, f2 = rEZe2 f2 + rE22e2 f4 
X • X * X * X * X • j • J 
y-n 
= nr >22 + n(n-Ur —g 
2 2 
nr[u-22 + ( r-l)ti2o^02 + n(n-l)^^ 
* p + — 
P P r> P P 
Enrf 2e, = ^EZ2e^, 
e  • X » XI X * X • 
E2( Y1-Y)222(e1,t-ei, )2 = n( r-D^SC Y.-Y)2 
Consequently, 
w • ^  ~ r°2 '24 
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3.3.11. Cov( sYYWr,SXXB^ 
This expectation can be obtained from Cov(syyB,sXXW^ 
s imply permuting the symbols. The result is 
• '
22 
" ^ °2 " • 
3.3 = 12. Cov( sYW'sxm^ 
Put m20 = I Z (elt-ei_)2 
ffl02 = ? i <fit-fi.'2 • 
tten k2q = ^ m20 and k02 = ï?ï m02 
Cov(k20,k02) = /CQj 2) = I Kzz + K. 2 11 
1 2 2|x,, 
= r ( ^22" ^20^02"2 ^11 ^ + rF^T~ 
Cov[ 22( eit--ei> )2, 22(f it t, — f ^^ ) ] = n(r-l)2Cov(k20,kQ2) 
Cot
'
sYYW,3XXw' n Cov'k20,k02' 
- 5F ^22-^20^02-2^11) + n(r-l) ^ 11 
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3.3.13. Gov( s YYB"S YYW ' SXXB~SXXW 
Gov^
 
SYYB-SYY¥,SXXB SXXW 
) = Cov(s 
YYB,SXXB ) - Cov(s YYB,SXXW 
COV
^
SYYW,SXXB ) + Cov(s YYW'SXXW^' 
Combining results from sections 3*3.9, 3.3.10, 3.3.11 
and 3.3.12, one obtains 
This section parallels section 2.3 closely. In particular 
the discussion in section 2.3.1 concerning the order of magni­
tude of the terms in Var^ is equally applicable in this sec­
tion. 
It will be shown in this section that the leading term 
of Var^ is the same for b^, bg, b^, and b^, just as in the 
case of independent errors. For the reasons given in that 
case (see section 2.3.6) we have retained additional terms in 
the expressions for Var^. 
3.1|.l. Var^ (b^ ) 
The asymptotic variance of b^ can be found exactly as in 
section 2.3.1. We now take 
4^0^21 
Cov^ sYYB~SYYW,SXXB"SXXVr ~ (n_1)2 2(Xi-X'2 + ntn-lT(r-l) 
3.i)-. Asymptotic Variances and Covariances 
of Estimators of a and (3 
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U = SXYB " SXW 
v = SXXB " SXXW 
U = jpT 2(X.-X)(Y.-Y) 
v 
= rPT 2<xi-x)2 • 
Var u = Var sxyB + Var 3%^ " 2Cov( SXYB'SX"YW^ 
r2 ^20 + 2j3till + ^ 02 „fv — \2 
= ? 2(XrX) 
+ n(n-ll( r-l J <'^0^02+^1 ' ' 
From section 2.3.1, by putting rH = r and R = 
obtain 
I n-1 ; 
Gov(u, v ) is given in section 2*5>.9« 
Making use of [2.3 - 1] we obtain 
^ ,, X ^20 " 2p^11 + ^02 1 Var. (b-, ) = 
When 
"
A 1 r Z(X.-X)2 
+ (n-D(nr- l )  ( 2 ^ |  _  ^  
nr (r-l) 
+ ^02 + "ll1 • 
^11 = this becomes 
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Var^(b].) 
P + W-Q2 
2 2 
(n-l)(nr-l) (2(3 ^20+^20^02^ 
Z(X^-X)2 nr2(r-l) [Z(X^-X)2]2 
This exceeds the asymptotic variance of the estimator 
^xyb 
SXXB " SXXW 
, „ n-1 nr-1 
by 
r2 n( r-l j Z(X_-X)2 ^20^02 ' 
For> larSe n this 
excess is approximately 
n-1 r 
2 r-1 z(x^-x)2 m-20^02 ' 
SXYB ~ SXY4 One would expect the asymptotic variance of to be 
greater than that of *x3b 
SXXB " SXXW 
SXXB " SXXW 
because of the additional 
variation introduced by s^.^. In effect one pays a penalty 
for lack of knowledge concerning the independence of x^ and 
?it" 
3.ij-.2. var^(bg) 
The asymptotic variance of bg can be obtained from the 
results of sections 3.3.1 - 3.3.9 by simply permuting the 
symbols. It is found that 
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var^tbg) P W-20 * 
2P^n + ^ 02 1 
z(x^-x)' 
+ 
( n-1 ) ( nr-1 ) ( 2 ^02 _ ^02^11 
n/( r-l) 
+ V*. \ 
'20-02 ' -ny [z(xrx,2]2 • 
When = 0, this becomes 
VarA(b2) 
p f-20 + ^02 
z(x . -x ) '  
+ (n-1)(nr-1) 3 
2^02 
2~ + ^20^02 
nr 2(r-l) [2(X,-X)2]2 
This exceeds the asymptotic variance of the estimator 
SYYB " 3 YYW 
•Ktr n-1 nr-1 
y p2 n(r-l) 
XYB 
,2 
Z(X^-X)2 ^20^02 
3.4-3. Var^(b^) 
Take Ti = Syyg - Sypw 
V SXXB " SXXW 
7k 
a = H?! s<VY)2 
v  
= £î s ( x l-x>2  • 
/u f/2 
Since b^ = f— ) , we have from section 2.3.3 
Var.lb,) = + ° va? v - C0Y(ujT) • 
A 3 4-UV ^3 2V2 
Making use of the results of the preceding sections, we 
obtain 
Var,(tU = ^ 20 ' ^  + ^  1 
A 3 r S(Xi-X)2 
+ (p24 -^ 2n + )> • 
If we take = 0, we get precisely the same expression as 
in the case of uncorrelated errors. 
3 .4-.4-* Var^(b^) 
\ = 0 ± 102 + L]1/2 
where 0 = S™ " 
2^sxyb " rsxxb^ 
T _ XsXYB RsYYB l - — % , 
sxyb " rsxxb 
provided that f 0. (See section 3.1.) 
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Since ~ s^xYB ~ RsYYB converges in probability to 
(pX-Rp2)2(XrX)2, sXYB - RS;xxb to ^  (p-R)Z(X^-X)2, and 
SYYB ~ S^XXB to n?T ( p2-X ) 2( X.-X)2, 0 converges in probabil-
2 2 
ity to f ( while L converges t-o I ^  * Consequently 
2 2 
02 + L converges to (P +X-2Rp) ^ Therefore bi converges to 
[2( p-R) ] 4" 
2 2 
2( 0-R f + ^ —2( p-R)^^^ = P • Thus, bi^ is a consistent estimator 
of (3. 
We can now expand bj, in a Taylor series, just as we did 
in section 2.3.4-, obtaining 
bV " = r(p2+x-2Rp)Z(X1-X)2 t(H,,(ara-SYYB' 
( P~R)(sYYW~SyYw) + P(RP~À) ( sXXB-SXXB^ 
p(Rp-X)( sxxw-S]m^ ) + (X-p )(sXYB"SXYB^ 
(x-p2)(sXYW-sXYW)] 
t p2us of higiiGr* ordsz* m a^YYW' ^XXB9 ^ 5CXW' 
and SXYB,SXÏW ' 
Therefore, 
7.6 
VarA(V " r2(p2+^ 2Rp)2tS(XrX)2]2 1(p-R)2var(sÏÏB-SYÏW) 
+ p (Rp~X) Var( sxxb'sxx^) + ( x~p ) Var( SXYB~*SXYW^ 
2p( p-R) ( Rp-x)Gov[( s yyb"*3 yyw^ ^ sxxb~sxxw^ ^ 
2( 6-R)(x-p )Gov[(s TfB- s ), ( sxy3- axyw ) j 
2p(Rp-A)(X-f3 )Cov[ ( sxXB_SXXW^ ' ^ SXYB~SXYM^ ^ * 
Thus, 
p kgo " 2p^n + ^02 
vara,b^' = rz(xrx)2 
+ —? (n-D(nr-l) =-5-5- [2(p-R)2ii2? 
nr-(r-l)(p2+X-2Rp)2[S(X1-X)l-]v-
+ 2(Rp-x)2p2^ 20 + (x-p2)2(li20ti02+ 2^1) 
- lf.p(p-R)(Rp-X)M-21 - k( P-R)(X-P2)1jl02^ 11 
- i|.p( Rp-X( X-p2 ) ^O^ll] * 
3.4.6. Asymptotic Variance of Intercept Estimators 
For the reasons discussed in section 2.3*6 for the case 
of uneorre lated errors5 the intercept a is estimated by 
a = y - bx 
when the errors are correlated. The asymptotic variance of 
a can be obtained for this situation just as it was obtained 
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in section 2.3.6. Thus 
a - a = ( y -Y) - (3( x -X) - X( b-(3) 
+ terms of higher order in x , y , and b 
Therefore 
- 2X Cov^(b,y ) + 2(3X Cov^(b,x ) . 
It can be shown, exactly as was done in section 2.3.6, that 
Gov.(b,y ) = CovA(b,x ) = 0 . Ji • • Ji • • 
2 (3 [ipa ~ 2(3[X-, -, + n 
Therefore Var^(a) = rn + X Var^(b) , 
3.I4- .7 .  Asymptotic covariance of slope 
and intercept estimators 
( a- a ) ( b- (3 ) = (y -Y)(b-(3) - |3(x -X)(b-(3) - X(b-p)2 
+ terms of higher order in x , y , and b, 
Therefore 
Cov^(a.b) = - XVar^(b) 
3.5. Discussion of Results 
We should like now to compare the various estimators as 
was done in section 2.6. To begin with the simpler compari­
sons, we have 
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ïara,bi) - wv " (2p2"4pr 
+ | RX - ^ 2 à2^ 20 • 
2 2 Since R = p X, we can write 
2(32 - 1}-(3R + jjr RX — ^p- X2 = 2p2 — l^p^Ji/X + \/0'\fK — -g- X 
p" ' ^ ' p" 
[1] 
Let h = . Then the right-hand side of [3.5 - 1] becomes 
^2 ~ + 4- ^ >h - 2h2 , 
^i-r2wi-2 
h 
only real roots of the equation 
which equals ^  ( 1-h  ) (h -2^ h+1 ). Since -1 < p < 1, the 
(l-h2)(h2-2^h+l) = 0 
2 
are h = + 1; furthermore, h - 2 ph. + 1 > 0 for all h and p . 
p p 2 
Clearly (1-h ) (h -2p h+l) exceeds zero when h <1, and is 
p 
less than zero when h >1. We thus arrive at the conclusion 
Var^(b^) - Var^bg) > 0 when p2 > X 
p 
Var^(b^) - Var^(bg) < 0 when p < X , 
which is exactly the same conclusion as the one arrived at in 
the case of independent errors I  
I think that it is appropriate to mention at this point 
that Madansky (38) also has examined Var^(b^) - Var^fbg); he 
arrives at the erroneous conclusion that 
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Var^(b^) - Var-^(b2) > 0 when (32 > 1 
Var^(b^) - Var^(bg) < 0 when |32 < 1 . 
This says in effect that one can choose rationally between b^ 
and bg without knowing the relative variance of the errors in 
y and x; this simply does not seem reasonable. In fact it 
seems very surprising to me that one can make such a choice 
without knowing the correlation coefficient! I think that 
the approximations made by Madansky are the source of the 
erroneous conclusions he has drawn. 
Turning next to b^ we find that 
The factor containing P> ^ll* and can be written 
G = 0 for representative values of p are given in Table 5» 
There is in each case one positive and one negative root; the 
remaining roots are complex. The import of this table is that 
var^(b^) - var^(b^) = ( n-1)(nr-1 
nr2(r-l)[2(Xi-
4-^20^11 + 
(32 ~ 4.(3R + A - i ~ = G, say. Putting h = ^  this 
becomes G = ^-(3-8 ph+ 2h2-hA) q • ®ie roo't's °f the equation 
Var. (bn ) - Var.(b^ ) > 0 when ii0 < 
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Table 5. Roots of equation 3-8 ph + 2h2 - h^" = 0 
10 h! h2 
1 0.42 -2.4.i 
3a 0.60 -2.28 
1/2 1.00 -2.13 
iA 1.4.3 -1.95 
0 1.73 -1.73 
-iA 1.95 -1.4-3 
-1/2 2.13 -1.00 
-3A . 2.28 -0.60 
-1 2.4.I -0.42 
Similarly, 
+ ^20^02 I f3 ^20 / ' 
The last factor can be written 
vr 
P p y ^ 20 
= G> say* 
Putting h = —^ , we have 
v^ 
& = |(3-8ph+2h2-h^)li20 • 
Thus the equation 0=0 has exactly the same roots as the 
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equation G = 0, and we can state without further ado that 
Var^(hp) - Var^(b^) > 0 when h^ < —^ < h^ where h^ and hg are 
taken from Table 5. With respect to the estimator bj then we 
arrive at substantially the same conclusions as for the case 
of independent errors : b^ has lower asymptotic variance than 
b^ or bg only for a narrow band of values of outside this 
band one would do better by making the appropriate choice be­
tween b^ and b^. Since one is scarcely ever in a position to 
decide when b^ is more.advantageous, its importance is dubious. 
It has not proved feasible at this time to undertake a 
detailed study of b^ because of the algebraic complexity. It 
appears that one would need to prepare a triple-entry table, 
giving values of (3Q for various values of R, and X. 
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1+. SMALL-SAMPLE RESULTS FOR ÏÏNREPLICATED OBSERVATIONS 
if.l. Introduction and Assumptions 
The remainder of this dissertation deals with two impor­
tant small-sample characteristics of various slope estimators 
that have already been proposed; namely, the bias and the mean 
square error. Section 4 discusses the problem when there is 
no replication; section 5 takes up the situation when there 
is replication. 
The problem of estimating the parameters of a linear 
functional relation when both variables are in error and 
there is no replication has long been regarded as a particu­
larly ugly and intractable one. The procedure which seems to 
have greatest appeal for statisticians is to estimate (3 by 
2 w.y. 
bL = 2-5^7 ' "here Swi = °' 
and a by 
a = y - b-j-x . 
Here, and throughout the remainder of section I4., the subscript 
i denotes the order number when the x's are ordered according 
to magnitude. It is clear that we must require Sw^ = 0, for 
otherwise b^ would not be invariant with respect to transla­
tion of the coordinate axes. The question is, how does one 
choose the w^ in an estimator of this type. 
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Wald, whose 194-0 paper (57) first directed the serious 
attention of statisticians to this class of estimator suggested 
taking 
w^ = -1 for i = 1, 2, ..., 2 
w^ = +1 for i = g- + 1, n 
when n is even; that is, he suggested dividing the observa­
tions into two equal groups, to one of which is assigned 
weight -1 and to the other, weight +1. Wald showed that b^ 
is a consistent estimator of (3 provided that the partition of 
the observations into two groups can be carried out indepen­
dently of the errors and provided that limit inferior 
(xi + ••• + xn/2> - <Vz+i * ••• + V lg posltlve. If 
n 
the errors in the are small enough so that partitioning 
the observations according to the magnitudes of the x^ yields 
the same two groups as obtained by partitioning the observa­
tions according to the magnitudes of the X^, the first condi­
tion is satisfied. The second condition merely guarantees 
the expectation of the denominator does not vanish. 
Bartlett (6) subsequently suggested that when the number 
n of observations is divisible by three, a better choice of 
the w^ is 
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w^ = +1 for i = + 1, n . 
Other investigators have shown how Bartlett1 s partition can 
itself be improved by adjusting the size of the three groups 
(23), (4-0), (4-1), and ( 55 ) • Again, in order to insure the 
consistency of the estimator, the partition into three groups 
must be carried out independently of the errors in the x^, 
and the expected denominator must not vanish. 
Housner and Brennan (27) and Durbin (18) both suggest 
that taking w^ = i - i will give an estimator that is often 
more efficient than any of the foregoing. It should be 
realized, however, that consistency of this estimator rests 
upon more stringent assumptions than those made by Wald and 
the writers mentioned in the paragraph which precedes this. 
One must now assume the entire ordering according to the mag­
nitudes of the x^ to be identical with the ordering according 
to the X^. In some fields of research such an assumption 
might be decidedly objectionable and unrealistic, but in the 
physical sciences and the engineering sciences this assump­
tion would ordinarily be regarded as mild. And the greater 
stringency with respect to the assumptions of Wald, Bartlett, 
and others is more apparent than real; in most cases it is 
just as reasonable to assume that one can correctly order 
all the points as to assume that one can partially order 
them. In any event occurrence of situations where this 
§5 
assumption is reasonable seem sufficiently frequent to justify 
a detailed investigation. 
We shall accordingly make the blanket assumption that 
all n observations can be ordered independently of the errors. 
If that is so, the w^ are simply constants, and b^ is the 
ratio of two linear forms in x^ and y^. For want of a gen­
erally accepted name, we shall henceforth refer to b^ as the 
"ratio-of-linear-forms" estimator. The remainder of section 
4 deals with an investigation of the bias and the mean square 
error of b^ and with a comparison of these quentities with 
those obtained for bn, the estimator of (3 one would obtain if y 
he simply ignored the errors in the x^ and minimized the sum 
of squares of deviations in the vertical direction. 
We introduce now the model and the assumptions which 
form the basis for section 1|_. Suppose that Y^ = a + (3X^, 
i = 1, 2, ..., n, where a and (3 are unknown constants, while 
the and Y^ are sure variables. However, it is not possible 
to observe either X^ or Y^, but only x^ and y^, where 
x i  =  x i +  e i  
= 
ri + fi 5 
e^ and f^ are random variables representing the errors of 
observation. The problem is to estimate a and p. Concerning 
the distribution of the e^ and the f^ it is assumed that 
l) and ej are independent if i / j 
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2) f. and f. are independent if i / j 
•*" j 
3) and fare independent for all 1 and 15 
4) B(fi) = 0 and E(f2) = o2 
5) Let c = m in Ix^n - X. | . Then Prob |e.J > c/2 = 0. 
That is to say. the e^ have finite range, extending 
from -c/2 to +c/2. This is the assumption which 
ensures that the ordering according to the x^ is 
identical with the ordering according to the X^. 
6) E(e2) = |i2 E(e^) = ^  E(e^) = ^  
All odd moments of the e, are zero. 
7) 2WjX^ / 0 and Sw^X^ / 0. It is easily verified 
that for each of the choices of the considered 
in section i|.,3 this is the case. 
4.2. Expectations of Various Statistics 
Used in Section 4 
To preserve the continuity of the discussion in later 
parts of section 4, expectations of various statistics employ­
ed there are collected in section 4*2. We shall make use of 
the convention regarding indices introduced in section 2.2; 
we also introduce the following new symbols: 
P = SWJX^ 
BXX = S(Xl-X)2 
Gk = E[2(Xi-X)ei]2k 
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Hk = E[S(e1-ei)2Jk 
(gh)kk, = B[S(X1-X)ei]2k[2(e1,-ei )2Jk' . 
4.2.1. '.E(2wiei)2 
E( Sw^e j-)2 = E2w2e2 + EZZw^w^.e^e^ • 
4.2.2. E(2wie1)^ 
E( 2w,e . = E2wWf + 3E22w2w^e2e2 = W. 2vrf + 3^?22wfw2 . 
I  l  l l  i  J  i  j  4 -  i  i  J  
4.2.3. E(2w1e1)6 
E(2w.e.)6 = ESw^e^ + l$E22w^w2e^e2 + l$E222w2w^w2e2e2e2 
I I  1 1  1  J 1  J 1  J -n- 1  J "•  
= ^2w^ + l5^^222wiwj + 15 M>2 2 ^ 2w2 w2 w2 . 
4.2.4. H2 = E[2(e^-e )2]2 
This expectation may be extracted, from [2.2.1 - 1] 
simply by putting the r^ equal to 1. We obtain 
h2 = ^5^ % + (n2-3n+5- n'^2 • 
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4.2.5. (GH)i;l = E[2(X1-X)ei]2S(e1,-e< )2 
(GH)n = E[2(Xi-X)e1]2[2e2, - ^ (2e^,)2] . 
Now E[2(X1-X)e1322e2, = EZ2(X_-X)2e2e2, = + (n-l) 2^ 
and E[2(Xi-X)e1]2( 2ei, )2 = E[Z(X_-X)e^]22e2, 
+ E[2(X.-X)e1]222e1,ej.l 
+ (n-l)y,2]exx - 2p-2exx 
= [^ + (n-3 ) 2^]Exx . 
Therefore 
<GH)n n—1 ,, , n
2 
— 2n + 3 ,,2 
EXX ' n ^4 n ^2 
4.2.6. G2 = E[2(X1-X)ei]^ 
G2 = E[2(Xi-X)^ + 322(X1-X)2(Xj.-X)2e2e2] 
= 2(x^-x)^ + 3n2z2(x^x)2(xj-x)2 . 
4-2.7. (GH)12 = E[2(Xi-X)ei]2[2(e1,-e> )2]2 
(GH)12 = E[2(Xi-X)ei]2[(2e2, )2 - 2ne22e2, + n2(e2)2] 
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Now E[S(Xi-X)e1]2(2e2, )2 = E[2(X^-X)e^]2[2e^, + 22e2,e2,] 
= + ( n-1 ) V-1^2 ^ XX + [2(n-l)^^^2 + (n-l)(n-2 )m-| e^xx 
= [^ + 3( n-1 )^^2 + (n-l)(n-2)ix|]Exx , 
and E[Z(X.-X)e.]22e2,(2e.„)2 = E[Z(X.-X)e. J2Ze2,[Zef„ 
JL I _L J- X. -L JL -L 
+ ZZe^ne j « ] 
= + 3(n-l)ii 2^ + (n-l)(n-2)(J.^]Exx 
- l4#^^2 + 2(n-2)^2^®xx 
= + (3n-7)y.^2 + (n-2)(n-3)m-2^exx ' 
and E[Z(Xi-X)e1]2(Ze1, = E[ ZU^De 2^ [2e t^ + 422e3,e., 
+ 322e2,e2, + 6222e2,6^,8^, + ZZZZe^e^ ,ek,em,] 
= + (n-l)^ g]e^  + 4(-2iy.2)e]0[ 
+ 3 [2(n-1)^10-2 + ( n-1 ) ( n-2 )^ -l^xx 
+ 6 [—2 ( n-2 ) i j-2 ]E-£y +  0 
= + 3(n-2)(n-5)p"2]e^ . 
Consequently, 
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(GH)12 = [[V + 3(11-1)1^2 + (n-l) (n-2 )m>2 E^xX 
- 
+ ( 3n-? )m-^2 + ( n-2 ) ( n-3 )ti2^XX 
+ + ( 7n-l5)^^2 + 3 ( n-2 ) ( n-5 ) ^2 -®XX 
4.2.8. (GH)21 = B[S(Xi-X)e1]^2(ei,-e< )2 
(GH)P1 = E[2(X.-X)M" + 422(X,-X)3(X.-X)e^e . 
- l  j .  x  1  j ^ - j  
+ 322(Xi-X)2(Xj-X)2e2e2 
+ 6222(X.-X)2(Xj-X) (Xk-X)e2e J.ek 
+ 2222( X^-X)( Xj-X) ( Xk-X) ( X^-X)e^e .e^] [ 2e2 , 
- ^( 2eit )2] . 
(gh)21 = l>6 + (n-l)^2]s(xi"^)i+ + ^(0) 
+ 3 [2^2 + (n-2)^]22(X1-X)2(Xj-X)2 + 6(0) + 0 
- 2^6 + (n-l)^2]S(Xi"S)i| + n 
- |[2^2 + (n-2)^]22(X1-X)2(Xj-X)2 
- ^(22(X1-X)2(Xj-X)2 - 2(X1-X)^) . 
Simplifying, we have 
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<™>21 = t(X - £)H6 + (n-1 - ^ n3]2(xi_x)t 
+ [6(1 - + 3(n-2)^2 
- 
3(g+2 ^ ^]22(x^-x)2(xj-x)2 . 
4.2.9. &3 = E[2(Xi-X)ei]6 
G. = E[Z(X.-X)&e& + l52Z(X.-X)^(X.-X)2e2e2 
J ± 1 ± J X J 
+ l5zzz(x^-x)2(xj-x)2(xk-x)2e26j62] . 
Therefore G^ = ^Z(X^-X)^ + l5^lx2ZS(X±-X)^(X^.-X)2 
+ 15^2 222 ( X±-X )2 ( Xj-X )2 ( Xk-X)2 . 
213 4.2.10. Ho = E[2(e.-e r ] 
_) 1 • 
Following the notation of Kendall (32) we put 
2(e.-e )2 = nm0. Since k0 = mOJ we obtain 1 • C. c. n- ± £L 
H3 = (n-l)3Ek3 = (n-l)3£/C(23) + 3/t( 22 )/<( 21 ) + [ /<(21)]3J 
= ( n-1 ) "
+ Cn(n-1) + n (^ V3|i2)ll2 + 
n(n-l)2 '"3 (n-1)2 2^ 
= (n-l)3 
8 
(n-1)2 ' ""I 
3 p-&- 15^2+ 30tx| 
2 
+ 
n 
+ 1 
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4.2.11. (GH)13 = E[2(Xi-X)e1]2[2(e1,-ei)2]3 
(GH),, < max[Z(e. ,-e )2 ]E[ 2(X.-X)e . ]2 [ 2( e . ,-e )2]2 . 
J- • i -L X • 
2 c2 Now max[2(e. ,-e ) ] = n r —  , for the maximum moment of 
-, 
1 
• 
4 
inertia for a system of homogeneous particles is obtained 
when the particles are placed symmetrically and as far from 
the axis of symmetry as possible. Consequently, 
2 
(GH)13 < n (§-) (GH)12 . 
4.2.12. (GH)22 = E[2(Xi-X)ei]1+[2(ei-e! )2]2 
„ 2 
(GH)22 < n (I) (GH)21 . 
4.2.13. = E[2(e^-eJ2]^ 
H4 - n (I) H3 • 
4.2.14. = E[2(e^-eJ2]^ 
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4.2.15. H6 = E[S(ei-ee)2]6 
H6 < n3 ( 1)% • 
4*3. Ratio-of-Linear-Forms Estimator 
In this section we shall make a detailed study of the 
estimator b^. In particular, we shall examine the bias and 
the mean square error for various choices of the w^. 
4.3.1. Bias of b. 
Sw.y. 
Consider the estimator bT = . Since the y. and 
i_) LiW ^ 1 
x^ are independent, 
E(bL) = ElZw^lE 
Now ^ Zw%x^ P + 2w^e^ 
x t = 
Consequently, 
B = è Z (-l)kP"kB(2w.e„)k + D , 
i i r k=0 1 1 
(-l)t+2 (2w e 
where d = 
—pt+2- b âti— • 
1 + 
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Except for a few situations, when n = 4» it has proved 
sufficiently accurate for the purposes of this investigation 
to take t = 5. Then 
e(s^t)= f+ p-e(zmiei)2 + ^e(2w.e.)1t-+ d 
, (Zw.e.)^ 
where D = —= E 
P7 2w,e, 
1 + — 
In a few cases it has been necessary to take t = 7» We shall 
carry out the details of the analysis only for t = $ as the 
modifications required when t = 7 are obvious. 
Since E(Ew^y^) = pP, we have 
E(bL) = p[l + ^ 2 E(2w1ei)2 + ^  E(Zw^e^)^] + pPD . 
Making use of 4*2.1 and 4*2.2 we have 
E(bL) = p[l + ^  ^2Swi + \ + 3m|22W2W2)] + pPD . 
Let us denote the bias of b^ by B^. Then 
bL = P [^2 ^2Swi + ^4 (^4Swi + 3^22w2w2)3 + pPD . 
In all of the cases studied in section 4*3 it is easily veri­
fied that 
Zw.e. 
-1 < —^ < 1 * 
Consequently, for the cases we want to investigate it is pos­
sible to find simple bounds for D. In fact, 
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0 < d < -~ 
2P ' 
Making use of lj.,2.3, we find 
0 < D < 
2P ' 
— + il [|i 6îwj + îSuy^za^w-: 
1 h1-
+ 15^ -p 2 2 2w? w*7 wj~ ] . 1 j 
Thus we have the means for approximating the bias to any de­
sired degree of accuracy, and furthermore, we have a way of 
assessing the accuracy of any approximation. 
l|-.3 -2. Mean square error of b^ 
It is possible to obtain the mean square error, M^, of 
b, in essentially the same way as BT. To begin with, 
+ 
Consequently, 
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E 
- ^ 2 11 + ^ 2 ll2Zwi + + D' , 
1 7(^ |îl)6+6(^ / 
w h e r e  D '  =  —  E ^ — / —  
P^ / 2w. e. 
1 + "i"i 
Since E(Sw^y^)2 = [S(2w^y^)]2 + Var(Zw^y^) = p2P2 + o22w2 
we obtain 
E(b2) = p2[l + ^  [X22w2 + (^2w^ + 3p.222w2w2)] 
o22w2 
[1 + ^2 ^2^wi + n^2w^+3w'222w2w2 ) ] 
+ ((32P2 + a2 2w?)D' . f i' 
Now Mt = E(b2) - 2(3E(bT) + p2. Making use of this relax,ion, 
and putting X = —- , we have 
^2 
ML = p2[^2 ix22W2 + + 3n222w2w2)] + X & ^2swi 
2^ ( 2w2 )2 + n22w2( iX|^2w l^+3M'222w2 ,w2 , ) 
- p 
+ ù\, where 
A= (p2P2 + O22W2)D' - 2(32PD . 
In order to obtain simple bounds for ZX, we shall first show 
2 w.e. 
that when -1 < i i < 1 , 
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2w. e, x 7 
E 
i + 
2w .e^ 
2w,e. 
In order to do this, let z = —p— and let a = max z. Then 
.a 
E ( i+z)2 y_a  ( i+z)2 '( z )dz 
o a 
,7 
'-a 
-—j- f ( z)dz + ( z^f ( z )dz . ( l - a ) <  
Since ( z^f (z)dz = - f z^f (z)dz , 
'-a / o 
J 
E < 
(1+z) 
.2 
1 
" 
z^f(z)dz ; 
that is, E p < 0 . Consequently, (1+zr 
0 < D! < 
2P2 
1 -
2 |  w. 
+ 1 E( 2w^e^ ) 6 , 
and 
0 < A< P2 
7,|x22wf 
i(l ' ^J2 + 1 
E( 2wiei) 
E(2wiei)6 , 
where 
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euw-e^6 = h-62W^> + i5^h2s2w^wj + is^zzzw^w^ . 
Accordingly it is possible to approximate in a fairly 
simple way and to assess the accuracy of the approximation. 
4.3.3. Optimal choice of the 
We should like now to consider two possible sets of 
namely, 
1. The set which minimizes the bias BT 
Li 
2. The set which minimizes the mean square error MT . 
-U 
In general, of course, the two sets differ. The exact speci­
fication of either set does not appear possible in view of 
the complexity of the expressions for and M^. On the 
other hand it is possible to obtain very good approximate 
spec ifications. 
If one chooses the w. according to the scheme of Wald, 
Sw.e. 
or Bartlett, or Housner and Brennan, max —p turns out 
ei 
to be considerably less than unity, even for values of n as 
small as four; this is a consequence of assumption (5) of 
Zw.e. 
section l|_.l. This leads one to conjecture that max —p—-
is small for any reasonable choice of the — in particular, 
one would expect it to be small for good choices, like that 
which minimizes the bias or the mean square error. If this 
is the case, one would expect the bias and the mean square 
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— P 
error to be determined primarily by the term of order P~ in 
the expression for each; consequently, minimizing that term 
should approximately minimize the bias or the mean square 
error, as the case may be. Now this term in the expression 
-2  2  for the bias is ^PP 2w^, whereas the corresponding term in 
P —»P P 
the expression for the mean square error is (3 + X)P 2w^ . 
Obviously both of these terms are minimized by the same set of 
w^, which has been obtained in section 2.3.5* Me showed there 
w± = (X1-X)C [1] 
where C is any arbitrary constant / 0. 
Up to this point of section 4.3.3 we have proceeded 
heuristically; we should now like to show with the aid of sev­
eral examples that retention of terms in P ^  makes only a 
trifling difference in the weights and far less difference in 
the bias itself. 
As the first example, we consider four points : 
X1 = ~ IT" ' X2 = ~ I" ' ^3 = § ' and x[|_ = 2^" • Me take 
^2 = J C§") and ^  ^  which happen to be the moments of 
the rectangular distribution on the interval ('"§'» > whose 
range is the maximum possible consonant with the assumptions 
of section i4..I. We might equally well consider any other 
distribution on this finite range ; the same technique would 
apply, and the results would be substantially the same. 
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Equation [4*3.3 - 1] gives as the weights w^ = -3, Wg = -1, 
Wj = +1, w^ = +3 (or any multiple of these, of course). 
Minimization of Bj = ig- ^ < ^ 2"i+3ll|2Zw2„2, 
gives for the w^ 
= -3 r0lj-4 , wg = -1 , w^ = +1 , w^ = +3.044 • 
ab, 
This introduces a relative change in the bias, —=— , of 
cl 
9 x 10"^. 
As a second example, we consider the four points 
x1 = - |p- , x2 = - , x3 = ^ * and x4 = I5- » with n-2 and ^  
just as in the previous example. Equation [4*3.3 - 1] gives 
w^ = -5 » wg = -1 , w^ = +1 , w^ = +5 * 
Minimization of Bj. = ^ ^Sw? + ( ^Sw^+3M'22Sw^ wj ^ 
gives for the w^ 
w^ = -5*034 , wg = -1 , = +1 , w^ = 5.034 * 
zx^t 
This introduces a relative change in the bias —^— = 
cl 
3 x 10"6 . 
It will be observed that the perturbations produced both 
-la­in the weights and in the bias by the term in P ^  are smaller 
in the second example than in the first. That is exactly 
what one would expect, for although the spread of the X^ has 
increased in the second example, the rai ge of the e^ has not 
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2w.e . 
changed. This has the effect of decreasing max —p— , 
thereby decreasing the importance of the term in P ^  relative 
to that of the term in P 
sc As a final example we consider the six points X-^ = - , 
X2 = " T" ' X3 = - |, X^ = |, X^ = |2. , and x6 = |£- , with 
and ^  the same as in the preceding examples. For the 
weights [4.3.3 - 1] gives 
w1 = -5 , w2 = -3 , wj = - 1 , w^ = 1 , w^ = 3 , 
"6 = 5 ' 
Minimization of l-igZw'T + 2) is 
exceedingly laborious ; the results are 
w^ = -5.oooo7 , wg = -3.00001 , w^ = -1 , 
w^ = +1 , = +3.00001 , w^ = +5.00007 . 
Clearly, the use of these weights instead of the weights 
given by [4*3.3 - 1] would make only a trifling change in the 
bias. 
One might examine the mean square error in similar 
fashion but with increased labor due to the additional para­
meter X. We have not actually undertaken such an investiga­
tion; we feel that the considerations set forth in the next 
paragraph obviate its necessity. 
The remainder of section 4*3 compares the bias and mean 
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square error of .various ratio-of-linear-forms estimators such 
as the Wald estimator and the Housner-Brennan estimator with 
Z(X.-X)y. 
the corresponding properties of the estimator — of 
2(Xi-X)x1 
section 2.3.5* The investigation embraces a wide range of 
values of n and many different spacings of the X^. Its im­
port is unmistakable: the bias and the mean square error 
both have very flat minimums. Consequently the approximate 
minimization of the bias and the mean square error given by 
choosing = X, - X is a very good approximation, and the 
estimator which employs these weights can, to all intents 
and purposes, be regarded as having minimum bias and minimum 
mean square error. It is interesting that the conclusions 
based on the small-sample approach employed here agree with 
those based on the large-sample approach in section 2. We 
shall refer to this choice of weights as optimal and to the 
Z(X,-X)y, 
estimator — as the optimal (ratio-of-linear-forms) 
Z(Xi-X)xi 
estimator, which we shall denote by the symbol b^. 
4.3.4* Comparison of various well-known 
estimators with the optimal estimator 
In general the spacing of the X^ is unknown, and the 
optimal estimator is therefore not obtainable. It is eus-
I 
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tomary to use the weights of Walu, of Bartlett, or of Housner 
and Brennan. The corresponding estimators will henceforth 
be denoted by b^, bg, by respectively, and the corresponding 
biases and mean square errors will also carry these sub­
scripts. For example, Bg denotes the bias of Bartlett's 
estimator. 
When the are uniformly spaced, bg and by are identi­
cal, which is to say that the Housner-Brennan estimator is 
optimal for this spacing. For any other spacing of the X^ 
neither b^, bg, nor b^ is optimal; the question is, how far 
do they depart from optimality. 
To answer this question we have studied the bias and 
the mean square error of these estimators for n = 4-, 6, 8, 12, 
16, and 20 and for various types of spacings of the X^, which 
may be classified as follows: 
1. Symmetric spacing: -$^p, -3^p, -lWp, l^p, 
3(lp, p, ... for w > 0 
2. Symmetric spacing: -l^p, -2Up, -3%, ..., 3%, 
2Mp, ltop for to < 0 
3. Asymmetric spacing: 0, 2(l")p, 2(2W)p, 2(3to)p, 
for a) > 1 and 0 < to < 1 
4. Asymmetric spacing: -l^p, -2top, -3^p, 
for to < 0 . 
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In addition we have taken 
"•2 - j (I) 
\ = 5 
6^ = i (I)' 
which coincide with the second, fourth, and sixth moments of 
a rectangular distribution having the maximum range consonant 
with the assumptions of 4*1* As indicated in section 4*3.3 
there is no serious loss of generality in confining our atten­
tion to a rectangular distribution of errors. 
Tables 6 to 12 present 
1. The bias of the optimal estimator. 
2. The ratio of the bias of b^, bg, and bg to the 
bias of the optimal estimator. 
3* The ratio of the mean square error of b^, bg, and 
bg to that of the optimal estimator. 
The values cited in the tables are correct to within one unit 
in the last place given there. 
mh my mg 
Investigation of the ratios g—, rr-, and rr- is compli­
ce 0 m0 
cated only slightly by the presence of the additional para-
MH 
meter X. For example, g— takes the form 
0 
io5 
F-, p2 + F,X F1 * F2 g2 
p3p2 + p^x p3 + pif ^ 
where F^, Fg, F^, and F^ are functions of the w^, the X^, 
mg , 
and the p,. . If we consider jjr as a function of we know 
0 p 
that it must take one of the two forms shown in Figure 1, 
depending upon the F^. 
x mh 
It is clear that in the range 0 < -^ < oo jj- is either 
(3 0 
monotonie increasing or monotonie decreasing. We have eval-
MH X X 
uated rj— for —~ = 0 and —ô = oO ; where the values agree up to 
u0 (3 (3d 
the third decimal place, we cite the common value, where they 
differ we cite them both. 
Kj 
Exactly the same sort of analysis applies to r?— and to 
0 
m0 ' 
o 
As we have indicated in section 1.3, is much smaller 
than M^; consequently, the variance of b^ is essentially 
equal to M-^, and the ratios we have calculated for the mean-
square-errors are substantially the same for the correspond­
ing variances. The same comment applied to the other esti­
mators studied in sections Ij. and 5. 
mh 
Figure 1. g- as a function 
f o r m  i 
m 
M, 
H 
2 
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Table 6. Maximum value of Bq/(3 
to n 4 6 8 12 16 20 
Symmetric spa einp 
2.0 .00204 .00024 .00005 .00001 — 
1.5 .00603 .00109 .00033 .00006 .00002 .00002 
1.2 .0114 .00266 .00098 .00024 .00009 .00004 
1.0 .0174 .00482 .00199 .00058 .00024 .00012 
0.75 .0113 .00282 .00107 .00030 .00008 .00006 
0.5 .00566 .00121 .00042 .00012 .00003 .00002 
-0.5 .00239 .0004-0 .00011 .00006 .00002 .00001 
-1.0 .00852 .00085 .00020 .00003 .00002 .00001 
—2.0 .0100 .00075 .00009 .00001 — - — 
Asymme trie spacing 
2.0 .00171 .00017 .00004 —  - — - —  —  
1.5 .00546 .00090 .00027 .00005 .00002 .00001 
1.2 .0108 .00245 .00088 .00022 .00008 .00004 
0.75 .0107 .00296 .00012 .00038 .00015 .00008 
o.5 .00049 .00139 .00060 .00019 .00007 .00003 
-o. 5 .00325 .00055 .00013 .00002 .00001 — 
-1.0 .0017l .00018 .00004 .00001 — — —  
0
 
O
J 1 .00034 .00002 — — — —  — —  — —  
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Table 7• g~ 
Cl» Il 4 6 8 12 16 20 
' 
Symmetric spacing 
2.0 1.04.6 1.057 1.061 1.064 1.065 1.066 
1.5 1.018 1.019 1.020 1.020 1.020 1.020 
1.2 1.004 1.004 1.004 1.004 1.004 1.004 
1.0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0.75 1.008 i.oo8 1.008 1.008 1.008 1.008 
o.5 1.042 1.042 1.044 1.039 1.042 1.042 
-0.5 1.092 1.083 1.075 1.063 1.063 1.065 
-1 1.020 1.020 1.035 1.086 1.139 1.196 
-2 1.006 1.095 1.212 1.473 1.745 2.021 
Asymmetric spacing 
2.0 1.089 1.085 1.082 1.077 1.075 1.073 
1.5 1.032 1.030 1.027 1.025 1.024 1.023 
1.2 1.006 1.006 1.006 1.005 1.005 1.005 
0.75 1.016 1.016 1.015 1.013 1.012 1.011 
o.5o 1.084 1.105 1.095 1.087 1.079 1.073 
-o.5o 1.096 1.166 1.225 1.318 1.393 1.455 
-i 1.116 1.297 1.4l8 1.633 1.822 1.997 
-2 1.314 1.620 1.922 2.512 3.092 3.666 
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bw Table 8. =%L 
b0 
a) n 4 12 16 20 
Symmetric spacing 
2 1.65 1.73 1.76 1.78 1.79 1.79 
1.5 1.4-7 1.52 1.54 1.55 1.56 1.56 
1.2 1.34 1.39 1.41 1.42 1.42 1.42 
1.0 1.27 1.30 1.32 1.32 1.33 1.33 
0.75 1.16 1.20 1.20 1.21 c
\j c\j 1—1 
1.22 
o.5o l.o8 1.09 1.10 1.11 1.12 1.12 
-o.5o 1.03 1.06 1.08 1.11 l.l4 1.16 
-0.75 1.06 1.11 1.16 1.26 1.34 1.4l 
-l 1.12 1.22 1.31 1.50 1.65 1.81 
—2 1.38 1.74 2.13 2.93 3.71 . 4.51 
Asymmetric spac ing 
2 1.36 1.41 1.42 1.43 1.43 1.43 
i.5o 1.28 1.31 1.33 1.34 1.34 1.34 
1.20 1.25 1.29 1.31 1.32 1.32 1.32 
0.50 1.49 1.58 1.58 1.56 1.54 1.53 
—o. 50 1.47 1.69 1.84 2.08 2.25 2.4o 
-1.00 1.62 1.99 2.30 2.83 3.29 3.72 
-2.00 1.98 2.8l 3.63 5.24 6.85 8.45 
Ill 
Table 9 • =%-
y0 
to n 6 12 6 12 
Symmetric spacing Asymmetric spacing 
2.00 1.22 1.28 1.19 1.20 
1.50 l.l4 1.18 1.12 1.14 
1.20 1.11 1.14 1.10 1.18 
1.00 1.10 1.12 
--
o.5o 1.14 1.15 1.27 1.27 
-0.50 1.25 1.26 1.34 1.61 
o
 
0
 
1—1 1 
. 1.21 1.38 1.53 2.12 
-2.00 1.38 2.13 2.03 3.66 
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Table 10. ~ 
u0 
to n 4 6 8 12 16 20 
Symmetric spacing 
i.0i4.6 
2.0 to 1.057 1.061 I.o6i4. 1.065 1.066 
1.04-7 
1.019 1.019 
1.5 to to 1.020 1.020 1.020 1.020 
1.021 1.020 
1.003 
1.2 to 1.004- 1.004- 1.004. 1.004 1.004 
1.004 
1 . 0  . 1  1  1  1  1  1  
1.005 1.008 
0.75 to to 1.008 1.008 1.008 1.008 
1.009 1.009 
1.039 
0.5 to 1.042 1.044 1.039 1.042 1.042 
1.043 
-0.5 1.092 1.083 1.075 1.065 1.063 1.065 
1.018 
-1 to 1.020 1.035 1.086 1.139 1.196 
1.021 
1.006 1.095 
-2 to to 1.212 1.473 1.745 2.021 
1.007 1.096 
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Table 10. (Continued) 
i n 4 6 8 12 16 20 
Asymmetric spacing 
2.0 
1.089 
to 
1.090 
1.085 
to 
1.086 
1.082 1.077 1.075 1.073 
1.5 1.032 1.030 1.027 1.025 1.024 1.023 
1.2 
1.005 
to 
1.007 
1.006 1.006 1.005 1.005 1.005 
1.0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0.75 
1.011 
to 
1.016 
1.016 
to 
1.017 
1.015 1.013 1.012 1.011 
0.5 
1.083 
to 
1.087 
1.105 
to 
1.106 
1.095 
to 
1.096 
1.087 1.079 1.073 
o.5 
1.096 
to 
I.098 
1.166 
to 
1.169 
1.225 1.318 1.393 1.455 
i 1.116 1.297 1.4l8 1.633 1.822 1.997 
2 
1.314 
to 
1.315 
1.621 1.922 2.512 3.092 3.666 
lllj-a 
mw 
Table 11. ~ 
0 
w n 4. 6 8 12 16 20 
Symmetric spacing 
1.65 
2 to 1.73 1.76 1.78 1.79 1.79 
1.66 
1.4-7 1.52 
1.5 to to 1.54 1.55 1.56 1.56 
i.5o 
1.34 1.39 
1.2 to to l„4l 1.42 1.42 1.42 
1.38 1.40 
1.29 1.30 
1.0 to to 1.32 1.32 1.33 1.33 
1.32 1.32 
1.16 
0.75 to 1.20 1.20 1.21 1.22 1.22 
1.18 
1.07 
0.50 to 1.09 1.10 1.11 1.12 1.12 
1.08 
-0.50 1.03 1.06 1.08 1.11 l.l4 1.16 
1.11 
-1 to 1.22 1.31 1.50 1.65 1.81 
1.12 
1.38 1.74 
-2 to to 2.13 2.93 3.71 4.51 
1.4l 1.75 
lllfb 
Table 11. (Continued) 
w n 4- 6 8 12 16 20 
Asymmetric spacing 
2 
1.36 
to 
1.37 
1.4-1 1.4-2 1.4-3 1.4-3 1.4-3 
1.50 
1.27 
to 
1.29 
1.31 
to 
1.32 
1.33 1.34- 1.34- 1.34. 
1.20 
1.25 
to 
1.27 
1.29 
to 
1.30 
1.31 1.32 1.32 1.32 
0.50 
1.4-9 
to 
1.51 
1.58 
to 
1.59 
1.58 1.56 1.54- 1.53 
-0.50 
1.4-7 
to 
1.4-9 
1.69 1.84- 2.08 2.25 2.4-0 
-1.00 
1.62 
to 
1.63 
1.99 2.30 2.83 3.29 3.72 
-2.00 1.98 2.81 3.63 5.2i|. 6.85 8.45 
Table 12. 
0 
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MT 
w n 6 12 6 12 
Symmetric spacing Asymme trie spacing 
2.00 1.22 1.28 1.19 1.20 
1.50 1.14 1.18 1.12 1.14 
1.20 1.11 1.14 1.10 1.18 
1.00 1,10 1.12 — - — —  
o.5o 1.14 1.15 1.27 1.27 
-0.50 
1.25 
to 
1.26 
1.26 1.34 1.61 
-1.00 1.21 1.38 1.53 2.12 
-2.00 1.38 2.13 2.03 3.66 
4»4« Least-Squares-Type Estimator 
2(x.-x)y 
Section i|.*4 deals with b^ = ^(x -x)x. ' wllicîl the 
estimator one would obtain if he minimized the sum of squares 
of deviations in the vertical direction, simply ignoring the 
fact that the x^ are random variables. It is well-known 
that bq is not a consistent estimator of (3; however, it is 
conceivable that it might have desirable small-sample prop­
erties. We shall now investigate the bias and mean square 
error of b^. 
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4.4-.1. Bias of "b q 
Denote the conditional expectation of b^ when all the 
x± are fixed by E(b^|x). Then 
2(X.-X)x. 
E(bQ|x) = p 
2( x i-x)x i  
= P 
= P 
e^x + 2(x^-x)e^ 
E^ + 22(X1-X)e1 + 2(ei-e< )' 
1 + 
2(Xi-X)ei 
E XX 
Now 1 + 
22(X.-X)e. + 2(e,-e )' 
BXX 
1 + 
-i-l 
22(Xi-X)ei + 2(6^-6 )' 
i-l 
E XX 
2(-l)kE^[22(X.-X)e. 
k=0 ^ ^ ^ 
+ 2( e'^-e + R , 
where R = 1 + 
22(X1-X)e1 + 2(@i-e )' 
~rl 
E XX 
22(X1-X)e1 
+ 2(e^-e )' E - 6  XX " 
Consequently, 
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elbg) = p 1 -
(n-3)fx2 H2 8(GH)11 H3 18(GH)12 
e XX XX E: XX E: 
3 
XX Exx 
2 % i|.8 (GH) 8G 
+ nf + ' "c1 i" l|,_ 
^xx *xx 
80( GH) 22 
"XX 
10(GH) 
32 (gh)^ 32g. 
e zr 
ià 
E 
Now E 1 + 
XX 
S(X1-X)ei 
E XX 
+ (BE 
"XX 
1 + E 
XX "XX 
R . 
2(Xi-X)e1 
E 
1 -
XX 
gczlxj-xl 
Exx 
22(Xi-X)ei + 2(e1-e Y 
E 
XX 
t 
E 
XX 
22(X1-X)e1 + SCe.-eJ1 
e XX 
The right side of the inequality is clearly positive, which 
implies that E(b^) is, before rearrangement in the form given 
above, an alternating series of monotonically-decreasing 
terms. Consequently, 
2(X.-X)e , 
0 < pE 1 + E 
+ Z(e^-e )' 
XX 
6 
R < pE 1 + 
2(X1-X)ei 
E XX 
22(Xi-X)e1 
e 6 
"XX ' 
The bound given by the right side of the inequality is not 
excessively laborious to evaluate, but it can be simplified 
1 
2 4c2|X.-X| 
at only a small sacrifice in precision by using 1 + E XX 
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SU.-X)©. 
in place of 1 + ^ . We should then have E. XX 
0 < (BE 1 + 
2(X1-X)ei 
+ 2(e^-e ) 
'XX 
6 
R < (3 1 + 
fc2|X.-X| 
E XX 
E 22(X1-X)e1 
E - 6  XX ' 
where E[22(X1-X)ej_ + 2(ei-e>)2]6 = 6lj.G3 + 2lj.0(GH)22 
+ 60(gh)1^ + h6 
Thus, when computing E(b^), if we ignore the term 
pE 1 + 
2(x^-x)e^" 
E 
o < A < p 
XX 
1 + 
R, we incur an error ZX, where 
gc2|X.-X| 
EXX 
(6i|.G3 + 2ij,0(GH)22 + 60(GH)1^  + H6) 
It was found that A. was tolerably small for all values cf n 
except four. To investigate the bias for n = if would have 
entailed a very great increase in the amount of labor, an 
increase which did not seem justifiable. 
b0 Table 13 cites values of ^ correct to within one unit 
a0 
in the last place given there. It will be observed that fa B 0 
is approximately equal to -(n-3)• It is remarkable that the 
magnitude of this ratio increases greatly with the sample 
s ize. 
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Table 13. 
to n 6 8 12 16 20 
Symmetric spacing 
2 -3.00 -5.01 -9.OO -13.00 -17.00 
1 
-2.97 -4-97 -9.OO -13.00 -17.00 
1/2 -2.90 -5.00 -9.OO -13.00 -17.00 
-1/2 
-2.99 -S.00 -9.OO -13.00 -17.00 
-2 
-2.99 -5.00 -9.00 -13.00 -17.00 
Asymmetric spac ing 
2 -3.00 -5.OO -9.OO -13.00 -17.00 
1.2 -2.98 -5.00 -9.OO -13.00 -17.00 
1/2 -3.00 
-4.99 -9.OO -13.00 -17.00 
-1/2 -3.00 -5.00 -9.OO -13.00 -17.00 
-2 -3.00 —5» 00 -9.OO -13.00 -17.00 
4.if.2 Mean square error of b â 
The mean .square error M^ of b^ can be obtained, in the 
same way as the bias. Thus 
E(b^|x) = (3< 1 + h{x i-x)e i  
EXX 
1 + 
22(X1-X)e1 + Z(e.-e )' 
E, 
-2 
2_-l 
+ °fBXX 1 + 
22(X1-X)e1 + Z(e^-e ) 21 
E XX 
-1 
o 
OJ 
OJ i 
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We found A to be tolerably small for n > 6 except in the 
case where n = 6 and the X^ are uniformly spaced. Rather 
than include additional terms in the expansion of Mq, at the 
expense of very considerable additional labor, we have omitted 
this particular situation. 
MQ X mH is a monotonie function of just as is, and its 
w0 {3 0 
analysis has been carried out in the same way; cf. section 
if.3 .ij-. It will be observed from Table llf that — is very 
0 
nearly unity. 
Table lif. ^ 
0 
00 n  6 . 8  1 2  1 6  2 0  
Symmetric spacing 
2 • 99 
0
 
0
 
1—1 
1.00 1.00 1.00 
.96 1.00 1.00 1.00 
1 a to to to to 
.99 1.02 1.02 1.03 
.98 
1/2 .99 to 1.00 1.00 1.00 
1.00 
1/2 
.99 
to 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
1.00 
2 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
aWe do not yet have a reliable value to cite here. 
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Table lif. (Continued) 
a) n 6 8 12 16 20 
Asymmetric spacing 
2 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
1.2 
• 96 
to 
.99 
.98 
to 
.99 
1.00 
1.00 
to 
1.01 
1.00 
to 
1.01 
1/2 
.98 
to 
.99 
.99 
to 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
to 
1.01 
1.00 
to 
1.01 
-1/2 
.99 
to 
1.00 
.99 
to 
1.00 
1.00 1.00 1.00 
-2 
.99 
to 
1.00 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
ij_.S• Discussion of Results 
If. 5.1. Comparison of estimators 
We should like now to compare the estimators discussed 
in section 1|_ with a view toward making some practical sugges­
tions for workers who are actually concerned with fitting 
straight-line relations. 
Generally speaking bg is clearly superior to b^. but 
there are some situations when such is not the case; we 
found that bTr had lower bias and lower mean square error than 
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bg when the X. are symmetrically spaced, with X = 0.5 or 
X = -0.50. However, in almost every case investigated, by 
proved superior to h^ and to bg. This, of course, is hardly 
surprising. The use of by presupposes through the ability to 
order all the observations more information available to the 
experimenter than that of b^ or bg, and estimators based upon 
more complete information are typically more efficient than 
those based upon partial information. We did, nevertheless, 
find two instances where b^ proved superior to bg and by.. 
These were firstly n = I4., GO = -0.50, symmetric spacing, and 
secondly, n = 6, œ = -0.50, symmetric spacing. For asymmetric 
spacings corresponding to these values of n and GO bg was 
found decidedly superior to the others. 
As the comparison of by and b^ is slightly more involved, 
we should like to first compare b^ with bq. The conclusion 
seems inescapable that when b^ can be obtained it is prefer­
able to bq for two reasons : 
1) by has much smaller bias than b^, while its variance 
is essentially no greater, 
2) bg is a consistent estimator of (3, whereas b^ is not. 
The difficulty, of course, is that b^ cannot usually be ob­
tained, inasmuch as the spacing of the X^ is unknown. (An 
.example where by can be obtained is given in section Ij-.5.2.) 
Now, what is the lesson conveyed by Tables 7~l4? Surely, 
it is that by. is a reasonable substitute for b^ whenever we 
know that the X^ possess no marked skewness and are not 
12k 
bunched excessively. When such is the case we see that 
BH M MH 
neither nor g— greatly exceed unity; this means that g-
tiO 0 nQ. 
BH 
will not greatly exceed unity, while 5— will be approxi-
q 
mately - . Thus, when using by. in preference to b^, one 
stands to do much better with respect to bias and very little 
worse with respect to mean square error. 
One could roughly assess the skewness or bunchiness of 
his data by plotting the x. versus i on log-log paper; the 
slope of the line which best fits the points is then w. 
Ordinarily this should not be necessary; in most cases one 
could decide whether there was evidence of skewness or 
bunchiness by merely looking at the data. 
4-.5»2. An example 
An interesting example which illustrates the application 
of the ideas under discussion is furnished by an actual ex­
periment undertaken for the purpose of calibrating a Baldwin 
SR-ij. strain gage. The gage consists essentially of a wire 
which changes its electrical resistance when it is put under 
strain. We wanted to estimate the gage factor, which is the 
ratio of unit change in resistance to unit strain. 
The gage was placed at the fixed end of a cantilever 
beam. The beam was then deflected through various distances 
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by means of weights placed on the free end; the deflection of 
the free end and the change in resistance were observed. The 
data is reproduced below. 
End deflection Change of resistance 
0 inches 0 ohms 
.107 .10 
.207 .20 
.307 .23 
.397 .39 
There are theoretical reasons for believing the relation be­
tween the change of resistance and the end deflection to be 
linear, and a plot of the data, shown in Figure 2, supports 
this belief. We desired to estimate the slope of the linear 
relation. We obtained 
by- = 0.915 
b g =  0 . 9 1 2  
In this experiment we did not, of course, know the true 
deflections ; however, the deflections were produced by equal 
load increments on the beam, and therefore the true deflec­
tions are equally spaced. In this case then by is, in fact, 
the optimal estimator. Had the load increments been unequal 
but known, it would have been easy enough to compute the 
optimal estimator. Of course we were unusually fortunate 
in having a very good instrumental variable, but even when 
no such instrumental variable is available, it may well be 
Figure 2. Calibration curve of SR-lf strain gage 
CHANGE OF RESISTANCE IN OHMS 
D P P P p 
H ro 
<0 
ro <j i  
H 
ro 
—>3 
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possible to improve upon b^ if one has even a crude idea of 
the spacing of the X^ obtained independently of the observa­
tions . 
if.5*3. An extension of b^ 
It sometimes happens that one can foresee a possible mis 
ordering of two or more of the X^ when they are very close 
together. For example, one might be calibrating two soil-
bearing gages with the aid of seven different types of soil; 
he might know that two of the soils were so similar that in 
ordering the observations he might easily mis-order the two 
X^ corresponding to these soils. For concreteness let us 
suppose that it is X^ and X^ that are causing the difficulty. 
Under these circumstances a good choice of the weights 
would be achieved by treating x^ and x^ as a unit and 
assigning the Housner-Brennan weights to the six units. Each 
weight is then divided equally among the observations com­
prising the unit. Thus, 
w1 = -5, w2 = -3, wj = -1/2, w^ = -1/2, w^ = 1, w^ = 3, wy = 
It is obvious how the scheme may be extended when there 
are any number of unorderable observations. In fact the 
estimators of Wald and Bartlett are simply special cases of 
this kind of estimator. 
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5. SMALL-SAMPIE RESULTS FOR REPLICATED OBSERVATIONS 
5.1. Introduction and Assumptions 
We shall conclude this dissertation with an investiga­
tion of the bias and the mean square error of the estimators 
proposed in section 2. Regrettably, we shall have to omit 
b|^; at the time of this writing we have been unable to find 
any suitably simple technique for assessing the bias or mean 
square error of this estimator, which is much more compli­
cated than the others. 
We shall employ the same notation as in section 2.1 but 
shall make the stronger distributional assumptions of section 
if.1. To be specific we shall assume 
1) e t^ and e^,^, are independent unless i = i1 and 
t = t ' . 
2) f t^ and f^^, are independent unless i = i' and 
t = t1 . " 
3) eit and f t^, are independent for all i, i', t, 
and t1. 
if) E( f it) = 0 and E(f^) = V, = . 
5) Let c = min|Xi+^ -XjJ . Then Prob|e^| > g- = 0. 
6) E(eft) = n2 B(e|t) = ^  E(e^fc) = n6 . 
All odd moments of the e^^_ are zero. 
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7) = r\ = r, a constant independent of i. 
We introduce this last restriction in order to 
simplify the algebra. 
8) The denominators of the statistics used have non-
vanishing expectations. 
5.2. Expectations of Various Statistics 
Used in Section 5 
In order to discuss the bias and mean square error of the 
estimators proposed in section 2, various additional expecta­
tions must be considered. Some of these can be obtained from 
earlier results by making minor changes where necessary; 
others are unlike those already obtained and must be worked 
out in their entirety. We shall make use of the conventions 
and symbols already introduced, augmenting the latter as fol­
lows : 
Put Exy = 2(Xi-X)( Yj-Y) and E^ = 2( Y^-Y)2 
. Let Gk = E[S(Xi-X)e1J2k 
H, = E [ 2( e . -e )2]k 
ik = e[2z(e l t-ei_)2]k ' 
Jk = B[22(slt-e__>2]k 
2k, 2 k? 
(GSU)kik2% = B[Z(X^_X)e^J -e J ] 
2 k. 2 k, 
r v. o ) l 4-
-e. ) ] ->[ZZ(e. ,-e ] i3. i^t 
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Now G-^, H^, and ( 1 can be easily obtained from Or^, H^, 
and (GH)kk, respectively, by s imply substituting ^  for ^  
in the expressions for the latter given in section If.2. 
Here, of course, 
-*<•!> 
= r~k E(2ei)k . 
In particular, 
- _ ^2 
m»2 " ~ 
= r™3[^ + 3(r-l)ii|] 
^ + l5(r-l)^p-2 + l5(r-l)(r-2)^g] . 
The can be obtained from the expressions for the 
(GH)kki by a simple artifice, which is illustrated in section 
5.2.2. The (Uj^iand (Gl)^i are tlie ma^ n source of diffi­
culty and have been handled by whatever technique appeared 
easiest. Expectations which involve only the substitution of 
for in formulas already obtained will not be set down 
explicitly. 
5.2.1. i2 = e[22(e l t-e l i)2]2 
From section 2.2.2, it follows directly that 
I2 = n(r"l} ^ + n(r-l)(3-r) ^ 2 + n2(r_l)2(i2 ^ 
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5.2.2. (GJ)n = E[2(X1-X)eli]222(ei,t-ei )2 
(gj)n =  ^e[22(xlt-x)elt]222(e1,tl-e<i )2 
where X^^_ = X^ for every t. 
Now let us renumber the e^ In the following way: 
®1,1 = ®1 
*l,r = *r 
®2,1 = er+l 
*2,r = *2r 
Further, let us put 
en,r enr 
xi,i = zi 
Xl,r = Zr 
Xn,r - Znr 
Then (GJ)n = ^  E[2(Z1-Z)e1322(ei,-ei )2 , 
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where now 1=1, 2, ..., nr 
1' = 1, 2, .. ., nr . 
But this has already been worked out in section if.2.5» We 
obtain 
<">11 = (^4 + ^  n/ar * 3 4)% • 
5.2.3. (Gl)n = E[2(X1-X)eli]2S2(ellt-e1, e)2 
Since 22( e . ,-e . )2 = 22( e . ^™e )2 - r2( e . -e )2 , lu le lu 1 • • • 
(gï)ii = (gj)i;l - r(gh)i:i . 
5-2.if. (HI)., = E2(e. -e )222(e. , ,-e. , )2 ix le • • lu le 
This expectation has already been obtained in section 
2.2.if. We found that 
(Hl)n = ^ + S=1 (rn - ! - ^ . 
5-2.5. I3 = 
The treatment here follows that of section if.2.10 and 
employs the same notation. We first obtain the third cumu-
p 
lant of 22(elt-ei ) = N, say, which we denote by /^(N). 
Thus 
13k 
/t^ (n) = n z( e.t-e^  ) ) 
= n( r-l)3 K{ 23 ) 
3 /c^  12 ^  /f2 
= n( r-l) 2 + r 
T^ IF 
/ 
= n( r-l )3 6^ " ^ ^2 + 30-2 2 
+ r( r-l ) (^-3^)^ 
8 
( r-l) 2 2^ 
Since I3 = zt3(N) + 3/£2(N) 1^(N) + [-^(W)]3 , 
"3 '3 
we obtain 
Ij = n(r-l)3 
" " y  
* (Ju= "= 
n( r-l) (r-3) .2 
_ m-2 
+ 3n( r-l)n-2 
3,__n\3..3 
n(r-l )2 
+ n ( r-l) ^ 2 
5.2.6. (HI)21 = E[Z(eit ^ -e^ )2]2SZ(eit-elt )2 
(Hi)-, = rE[2ef, -ne2 ]2[Ze2 - 22e,.e. + Ze2 ] C.X. le * • . 10 • 1 v le 1m 
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E(2e2, )2e2 = E2e^, 2e2 + E22e2, $4, 2e2 
1 * lu 1 • 1U 3. • J • XL 
= ^  [^6 + 7( r-1)^.^2 + e( r-l)( r-2)^3 
+ n(n-l)^2^^ + 2n^  + (r-l)^2^2 
• n(n-l)(n-2) 3 
 ^ 2^ ' 
E(2e2,^ )22eltele = ^  E( 2e2 , # )22e2t . 
E(2e2, )2Ze2 = J E( 2e2 )22e2 . jl • j. • r i • it 
Ee2 2e2, 2e2 = ^  E(2e2, )22e2 . 
• • 1 * lu 1 • 1 v 
Ee!.2ei' .2eitei. ~ r Ee!.Sei< .2eit 
Ee22e2, 2e2 = J Ee2 2e2, 2e2 . 
.. l' . l. r .. i' . it 
e^ .2e!t = tï eïei' ,ïe!t+ fç bsseî. ,ej. .seft 
- 3^ + 7(r-l)^1^2 + 3( r-l) ( r-2 )[J.2 ] + 
+ + ( r*-1 ) m-| j m-2 + 3(n"13(2*"2) nf • 
n r^ ^ nJrc 
Eel!.Z8itei. = • 
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Ee^ Se2 = J Ee^ 2e2 . 
m W 1 • r «• lu 
Therefore 
2 
(HI)21 = (n-iy r"l} tn6 + 7(r-l) 2^ + 3(r-l)(r-2)ii3] 
r 'n 
^ + 2(n-lj3(i-l) + ( r-l)[i|] 
+ (n-1) Ui-2)(r-l) ^ 3 + If(n-lHi-l) + (r-l)n|i 
, 2(n-l)(n-2)(r-l) .,3 
Â ^ • 
5.2.7. (HI)., = EZ(e,. -e )2 [ ZZ( e. t-e . )2)2 X.C* 1» • • lu 1 « 
(HI)12 = E2(eit ,-eii)222(eit-eli)^ 
+ E2(e, , -e )2222Z(e_-e. )2(e..,-e. )2 . [l] 
1  •  « •  l U  1  •  J  U  J  •  
E2e2, 22(e, ,-e, A = E22ef (e,,-e, )^ + E2e? 22(e,,-e, )^ . 
1  •  l u  1  •  1  » l U  l e  l e  J  u  J e  
Now E22e? ( e, ,-e . )^ = nrEe^ (e , ,-e , )^ 
l e  l U  l e  l e  l u  l e  
= nrEe|^ (eit- e^itei.+^ eitei.~^"eitei.+ei. > 
6^ + (r-l)w.^ 2 6^ + 3(r-l)p.,p-2 
i|- n * nr 
r2 ^ r3 
6 ^ 6 * 7( r-l)p.^2 + 3(r-l)(r-2)ii3 
r4-
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p./ + 6( r-l ) p-j Up + 15( r-l)( r-2)[x3 _ 
^ -+ ^  
and 
E2e2 22(e..-e, A = E2e2 E22(e,.-e, )^ 1 • jx j • j« 
= n( n-l )rEef E( e ,,-e , A 1 • j • 
= n(n-l)rEe^ S(e4,-Ife^,e, + 6e4,e4 -Ife-.e^ +e4 ) !• j l j• j1 j' j1* j • j • 
. w, , 4, + (r-l)^ | 
= n( n-l ) n>2 - 4- ^ + 2 "— 
- ^ + ^ 
Also, 
^ = - E2ef, 22(e, ,-e, A . ene^  22(e,,-e, ) it Bi.' n ii "i. 
Turning now to the second terra of [5.2.7 - 1], we consider 
first 
2 , _ \2 Eaef, 2222(eit-ei^  )2(ej.t,-ej.> )2 = 2E2222e^ ( eit-e ^  ) 
,p. (e3t,-eh)z * • 
Now E2222e2 (e,,-e, )2(e,, ,-e . )2 = 
J .  •  l U  1  •  J  v  J  
jjjL + ( r-1 ) iJ.' 
n(n-l)r( r-l)^. 
l2 
- 2 
^ + 3(r-l)p.2 
r 
Consequently, 
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f 
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CD 
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^ + (r-l) 
- 2 
^ * e(r-l)ti2 _ 
(n-l)2(n~2)( r-l)2^ 2 
5.2.8. (GHI)-... = E[2(X.-X)e. ]22(e. , -e )222(e,„,-e)2 111 1 1 • 1 • • • lu le 
( GHI ) m = E[2(Xi-X)e1J2[2e|,^-ne2 J22(ei„t-ei„ J2 . 
Now E[2(X,-X)eli ]22e2, <22(ei„t-e1„i )2 = E2(X,-X)2e^ 2(e,^-e, )2 i.t' it 
+ E2(X.-X)2e^ 22(e,.-e, )2 + E2(X.-X)2e2 2(e..-e. )22e2 
"i — "i. ' jt "j. l " i. " it • i.' " j. 
+ E2(X.~X)2e2 22e2 (e . ,-e . )2 1 1 
• J • J t j* 
+ EZ(X,-X)2e9 Ze2 ZZ(e,.-e. )2 . 
1 1 • J • J£ u K. • 
[l] 
E2(X1-X)2e£< 2e2t = r~3[(i.^ + 7( r-l)^^ + 3( r-l ) ( r-2 )ix| jS^ . 
Eï(X1-X)2e^(re|_) = r^Exx 
E2(Xi-X)2e^22(ejt-eji )2 = ( n-l ) ( r-l ) 2^E XX * 
E22(X,-X)2e2 (e,,-e, )22e2 = 1 1 • lu le .le 
(n-l)| 
+ 
^ 
r
~l )lJ,2 ^ + 3(r-l)tx2 _ 
% E XX * 
lifO 
E2(X.~X)2e2 22e2 (e ..-e . )2 
1  ! •  J  •  j  l »  J  •  
(n-l)r 
m + (r-l) p.2 w + 3(r-l)u.p 
" ' 
2 
r3 + % 
EZ(X,-X)2e? Ze? ZZ(e, -e )2 = (n-l)(n-2)(r-l) ^ 2 
x le je kt hi a 
This completes the evaluation of [5.2.8 - 1]. 
We consider now 
E[2(X,-X)e, ]2ne2 22(e,„ ,-e,„ )2 = 
1  l e  e e  1  V  l e  
^ E[2(Xi-X)e1J22e2, t22(e1„t-ei«i )2 
+ J E[22(X,-X)(X.-X)e, e, ]22e, , e,, 22(e,„ ,-e, 
n  x  j  l .  j .  x . j *  i t .  
E[22(X,-X)(X,-X)e, e, ]22e, , e,, 22(e,„,-e,„ )2 
1  J  1  •  J «  1  •  J  e  1  w  l e  
2E22(X,-X)(X,-X)e2 e2 22(e,„,-e,„ )2 = 
1  J  l e  J •  1  v  l e  
4E22(X,-X)(X,-X)e2 e2 2(e, ,-e, )2 
1  J  1 e  J  e  £  l b  1 e  
+ 2E22(X1-X)(XJ.-X)e2ie2i22(ekt-eki )2 . 
Now 22( X, -X) (X.-X)ef e2. 2(e, ,-e. )2 = 
1  J  1  •  J  *  £  1  v  1  e
Hi + ( r-l)p.2 p.) + 3(r-l)_ 
^
u2 E 
and 
lia 
bsz(x1-x)(xrx)ef_e2_22;(ekt-ek-)2 = - ^Hv-1) n| e^  . 
Combining terms we obtain 
(GHI) 1i;l = ^  [h6 + 7(r-i) 2^ + e(r-l)(r-2)p.3]Exx 
+ tUzàl ÏT6 Exx + 2^ EXX 
(n-l)' 
n 
\ + _ 2 + 3(r~l}^ 2 + -
ti2exx +  ^
. (n-l) (n-2)(r-l) 2 ^  . (n-2)(r-l) 3 „ 
+ P-2 G1 + %2 2 XX nr 
nr 
+ — 
n 
Hi, + (r-l)h? Hi, + 3( r-l)h§ 
^ "  -  %  - ^ - 1 3  "  +  ^  ^2exx 
5.2.9. (GJ),, = E[2(X,-X)e. ]2[Z2(e.,,-e )2]2 ±c— j. j- • j. u • • 
This may be obtained through the same artifice as em­
ployed in section 5.2.2. The result is 
(GJ)12 = [H^ + 3(nr-l)n^H2 + (nr-l)(nr-2)h23 3 i 
EXX 
nr 
[H6 + (3nr-7)H^H2 + (nr-2)(nr-3)h|] 3i EXX 
E, 
+  — [ H a + ( 7nr-l5 )Hi,Ho + 3(nr-2 ) (nr-5)Hp] • 
n2/ 
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5.2.10. (Gl),„ = E[2(X.-X)e, ]2[22(e.,,-e. , )2]2 
X*~ 1 1 » X v X # 
Since 22(e,,,-e., )2 = 22(e,,,-e )2 - r2(e,, -e ) 
1 v X • XV • e X • • e 
(GI)12 = (GJ)12 - 2r(GHl)li;L - r2(GH)12 . 
5.2.11. (GJ)21 = E[2(Xi-X)e1J^22(ei,t-ei ^  
Using the technique of section 5.2.2 we can write 
(GJ) = ^2 E[2(Zi-Z)e1]^2(ei,-e )2 
where now i = 1, 2, nr 
i' = 1, 2, ..., nr . 
From the result of section if.2.8 we can say immediately 
(5j,21 = i 1(1 - Hï>6 + (nr - 1 - ^ '^2 + nr "iI2(x 
+ [6(1 - ^ 1^2 + e(nr-2)^ - 3(gT"2) • 
|L 2(Xi-X)2]2 - i ZlX^X)1*-j . 
5.2.12. (gi)21 = e[z(x^ x)e^ j^ zz(e^ ,^ -e^ ,j2 
Since 22(e,,-e, )2 = 22(e,.-e )2 - r2(e, -e )2 , 
X u X • X u • • X • • • 
(GI)21 = (GJ)21 - r(GH)2l . 
lJ+3 
5.2.13. Higher order expectations 
Higher order expectations may be bounded by the same 
technique as employed in section if.2.11. For example 
2 
^<nr(!) i3 
<M)22 5 (if <GÏ)21 
and so on. 
5.3. Bias and Mean Square Error of Slope Estimators 
5.3.1. The estimator b-
The investigation of b^ is very similar to that of bq 
in section if.if. We can write 
b  -
1 SXXB " SXXW 
2(X,-X)( Y,-Y) + 2( Y,-Y)e, + 2(X,-X)f, + 2(e, -e )f, xx x x # x x # x » • * x < 
+ 22( X, -X)e . + 2( e . -e )2 - m22(e. ,-e. )2 aa x x • x • • • x u x • 
mhere m = nrtî^ ît * ' 
2(X.-X)e. 
E(b-, Ix) = (3 P p . 
x 22(X,-X)e, + 2(e, -e r - m22(e,,-e, r n » x x » x* > t xl x # 
-l 1? 
x^x 
We can now write the denominator as a polynomial plus a 
remainder, exactly as in if.if. We then take expectations, 
iw 
term by term, obtaining 
e(bjj_) = p 1 + 
2h2 H2 + m I2 2m(HI) 11 
rE XX e: XX E XX 
- 8 
(GHk-, - m(Gl).,, H0 - m3I 11 11 
E: XX e XX 
m(Hl)oT - m2(Hl)1D 
+ 3 là + is 
(GH)12 + m (GI)12 
E: XX e 
w 
XX 
+ 8 -y— + p 
Hi, + irAli, m (GHI) 
it _ 36 — 
XX 
E: IT 
ill 
XX 
- k 
m(Hlkn + m3 ( HI ) 
EXX 
2,t7 
'31- 13 
- 4-8 
t ixx 
(GH)21 - m(Gl) 
+ 6 
m (HI) 22 
EXX 
21 _ 32 
(GH)m - m3 ( GI ) 13 13 
e 5 
XX 
Hr ~ rn5It 
-^ r 
m( GHI ) -, - m2 ( GHI ) -, -, o 
+ 96 — 112 + 5 
E 5 
XX 
m(Hlk 1 - HI) ik 
E 3 
XX 
g, m2(HlLP - m3(Hl)p-. ,,
-  1 0  ^  - 3 2 -4-
EXX EXX 
14-5 
-  8o 
(GH)22 + m2(Gl)22 ^ (GH)^ + nA(Gl)^ 
E r XX 
- 10 
e 
XX 
+ 160 
m(GHl) 
'211 
E 
+ 4.0 
m(GHlLon + m3(GHI) 131 113 
XX 
e 
XX 
60 
m2(GHI) 122 
i ai 1 + 
EXX 
ic21 X .-X| 
+ PA j  where 
e XX 
1 -
c2 jX^-X| + mnr g-
E 
XX 
-1 
E :^[64-G3 + H6 + m2I6 + 2i«0(GH)22 + 24.0m2 (Gl)22 
+ 60(gh)^  + 60m (^gl)^  + l5m2(hl)^ 2 
l5m^(Hl)2j^] = Aq , say. 
We obtain in the same way for the mean square error, 
= p 
Ho H0 + m I0 
^ + _£— <L - 2 
rE 
m( HI)lx (GH)i;l - m(Gl)i:L 
- 10 =5 
XX E XX E XX e XX 
ho - m3i 
- 2 + 6 
m(Hl) 21 - m
2( Hi) 12 
E 
XX 
E 3 
XX 
+ 39 
(GH)1P + m2( GI ) 
e: IT XX 
-, o Go Hi + m^"I 
^ 
+ 12 -I-+ 3 ^
4: 
E' 
XX XX 
ll|.6 
m( GHI )n, m(HI ) on + m3(Hl)1o m2(Hl)PP 
72 t-iii - 12 r h + 18 j-
"g1 i t*1 ' 
^XX ^XX ^XX 
(GH)5, - m(Gl)91 (GHh, - m3(Gl)1. 
112 £i - 100 ±=2. 
EXX EXX 
ÏL - m^Id ra(GHl),-, - m2(GHlL10 
if -i—^ 2 + 300 121 , iii 
Exx Exx 
m( Hl)t . - m^( Hl)nli iAhiL- - m3(Hl)5. 
20 i^p - i4.0  ^ — 
EXX EXX 
Go (GH)gg + m2(Gl)~-
2)4.0 -g 680 — 
EXX EXX 
95 m)ik + + 1360 -'Sf'aii 
Eix Eix 
m(GHl),,, + in3 ( GHI )in m2(GHl)n?P 
380 ' 131 / - 570 , 122 
% % 
wo 
(5b>31 - m(5l)31 . zkq 151)23 - m3(5l)23 
Exx Exx • 
(5H)i5 - m5(GI)lS m(6HI)lltl - ai^"(GHI) 11^ 
BXX EXX 
m2(GHl)-, 00 - IH3(GHI).,~, 
60 532 123 
Exx 
lij-7 
+ 720 
m(GHl)221 - m (GHI)212 
e 
H~ + m Ip 
+ _£— ± - 2 
XX 
m( HI ) 
o. 
rE XX 
1 + 
rE XX 
11 _ 12 (GH)11 " m(GI^ ll 
E XX E XX e 
,3 
XX 
H-j - m3!. m(HlL-. - mZ(Kl)10 (GH)1? + m2(Gl) 
_j— 1 + 3 ±£ + 2i4. — 
E: XX 
Gp 
+ l6 —1-— + 
e4" 
E 
+ m\ . 48 """""'HI 
XX E' 
IT 
XX 
XX 
re(GHI). 
W 
XX 
e XX 
e 
12 
- 4-
m(Hl)3l + m3(Hl)l3 
=xx 
+ 6 
m2(Hl) 
E' tt~ xx 
22 
- 80 
(GH)21 - m(Gl) 
e f~ XX 
21 
- i4.o 
(GH)13 - m 3(GI) 13 
E XX 
•l£ - m5I^ m(GHI)l21 - m2(GHl)112 
e 5 XX E 
m( HI ), , - m^(Hl)n)| 
+ 5 - 10 
XX 
m2(Hl)32 - m3(Hl) 
E 3 XX E 
f~ 
XX 
23 
+ p2a' + asf- 6" 
XX 
where | A,' I 9 + 
zcz|x_-x| 
Bxx 
Ar 
llt-8 
5.3.2. The estimator bg 
s YYB s y"yw is more troublesome to The estimator b^ = 
s xyb 
investigate because of the presence of both the e^ and f ^ 
in the denominator. Not only is the algebra more involved; 
there is the additional difficulty that the higher moments 
of the f^ now affect the bias and the mean square error, 
whereas heretofore only the second moment of the f^ has 
entered. To simplify the investigation we shall now make 
the following assumptions in addition to those of section 
5.1: 
8) Prob I fit I > ^h(3c = 0 . 
That is to say, we now restrict f^ to a finite 
range ( - g-hpc, ^h(3c ) ; the symbol h is defined by 
this relation. 
9) = h2(B2 ; = hV4" ; V3 = 0 . 
V-2 % 
These assumptions would be satisfied if the dis­
tribution of the f. differed from that of the e 
only in its range. 
lk-9 
Now bg = 
E XY 
Z(Y,-Y)e. Z(X,-X)f, Z(e, -e )f, 1 1 • . 1 1 • . 1 • •• 1 • 
T _ "T e 
'XY. 
e 
XY 
E 
XY 
We can write 
S( Y,-Y)e, 2(X,-X)f. S(e, -e )f 1-1 
1 + l. 
E 
+ l. l. l. 
XY 
E 
XY 
E 
XY 
as a polynomial in 
2( Y,-Y)e. + 2(X.-X)f. + 2(e . -e )f, 
1 X» J. 1 • 1 • • • 3- • 
E 
XY 
plus a remainder, just as in sections 4-.4- and 5«3.1. E(bg) 
can then, of course, be obtained by taking expectations, term 
by term. 
Because of the labor involved we have not carried the 
polynomial to as high- a degree as in our earlier investiga­
tions; however we have carried enough terms to ensure satis­
factory accuracy for the comparisons we shall want to make 
later. We find upon taking expectations that 
(1-h2)^ (n+3)h2tip h^(GH),, 
E(b2) = p [1 + —^ + ^ + 
XX 
I, ( 1~ bp \Xry ) ( GI ) -, -, h^ p Hp 1. M"p V aaa / , , 
- mh+ =r—1- — + —— - «v.4" — j--l 
E 
XX 
Am w IAO(HI). 
e 3 
XX 
re: 3 
XX 
mh 
rE 3 
XX 
(l-h )^Gp p . p.p(GH)-,p h6(GH)?1 
r Z + 6(h +hw 2 ), 12 + 
3xx rExx Exx 
- ™h6 + a ] . 
E XX 
i5o 
When 
2( Y,-Y)e, + 2(X.-X)f, + 2(e . -e )f. 
1 JL • J. JL e 1 • • • 1 i 
E 
XY 
< 1, 
the series of expectations is, before rearrangement, a con­
vergent alternating series, and in this situation, which is 
the only one we attempt to deal with, it is easy to find 
bounds for /\ . In fact, 
2 "  
o < A 1 + 
ch2|Xi-X| + nh2(|) 
E. XX 
E 
Z(Y.-Y)e, + Z(X.-X)f, + Z(e. -e )f. 1 J_ * 3. 1» 1 • • • -L • 
E XX 
 ^ 6h2^ 2 
ôhVolGH)., 6mh%.,(GI) 1 . 1  ,  i,  t i , (GH). ,  
- ^ — + == — - 6 ( h +hT ) ——i—;— 
rE:L rE:L rE v^ 
'xx x^x ""xx 
The mean square error, Mg, can be investigated in the saine 
way, but the algebra is very much more tedious and will not 
be reproduced here. Suffice it to say that the first four 
terms of Mg are 
(32M.p + at p Hp + m2Ip p (Hi) - , ,  4-W-pO 2  
d + p — 5 - 2m p ——— + ~ 
rE XX e: e: JXX XX 
which agrees exactly with the first four terms of M^. Con­
sequently we feel that Mg cannot differ greatly from for 
errors of the magnitude we are considering, and it does not 
seem worthwhile to make a detailed investigation of Mg for 
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the sake of detecting what could be at most a small difference 
from . 
5.3.3. The estimator bj 
The estimator b^ = [s^ - Syyw^^XXB _ ^ (3 
is considerably easier to deal with than b^ because we can 
exploit the independence of the numerator and the denominator. 
However, we do have to expand the numerator in a series ; con­
sequently, the higher moments of the f^ enter the picture, 
just as they did with . We shall therefore make assumptions 
8 arid 9 of section 5*3.2 and shall further assume that = 0 
and = h6(36. 
6^ 
We can expand lsxXB ~ SXXW"'~ /^'^ in an series 
of powers of 
22(X.-X)e . + 2(e. -e )2 - m22(e, ,-e )2 
1 1 • X • • • lu 1 • 
Exx 
which series converges whenever this quantity is less than 
unity in absolute value. It is easily verified in all of the 
cases we consider that the series does actually converge, We 
can accordingly take expectations term by term and find bounds 
for the error just as we have done all along. We find 
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EtsXXB " SXXW-1 1/Z EXX// ^ -1 
3 m-2 3 2 
+  ^ +  < l H 2  +  m  1 2  
- 2ra(HI)-,-,] V- [ 12(GH)-, n - 12m(Gl)^ + H, - m3I 11 16e 11 3 XX 
35|, - [16gp + hi + m l^i 
128e^  2  ^  ^
- 3m(Hl)21 + 3m^(Hl)12] + —^ 2^
- 4m(hl)3l - i|jn3(hl)l3 + 24(gh)12 + 2lpn2(gl)^ 2 
+ 6m2(Hl)22 - l|.8m( GHI ) -ill- 256E. 
[hs - m5i5 
XX 
+ 80(GH)21 - 80bi(GI)21 - 5m(Hl), ^  + 5m+( HI ) ^  
+ 4o(GH)l3 - I|-Om3 ( GI ) l3 + 10m2(Hl)32 - 10m3(Hl)23 
- 120( GHI ) 121 + 120m2( GHI ) 112 ]> + E 2^ Aj , where 
<B 1 -
cZ|X^-X| + mnr(§) 
E XX 
-3/2 
E^ [6i^G3 + H6 + m^I6 + 2lj.0(GH)22 + GI )22 2/ tt-i 
À! ît1 + 60(gh)^ , + 60m (^gl)^ , + 15m2(HI) 2^ + l5mif(HI)2|+] . 
This expression for |a-]_| follows directly from Cauchy1 s 
formula for the remainder of a power- series expansion. 
l/2 In the same way we can expand - 3 yyw*' ' in an 
infinite series of powers of 
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22( Y.-Y)f. + 2(f. -f )2 - m22(f. ,~f. )2 
X 1 • X « • • X U X • 
e yy 
which series converges whenever this quantity is less than 
unity in absolute value. We confine ourselves to situations 
wherein the series does converge and take expectations term 
by term in the familiar way. We obtain 
2 
e[syïb - 3ïïw)1/2 = 4y2 (l - th2 + ™2i2 
- 2m(Hl)ni ] + —[l2h^(GH)n, - 12h^m(Gl)ni + h6H, 
11 ISE^. 11 11 3 
- h6m3I. - 3h6m(Hl)P1 + 3h6m2( HI ), P] [l6h%P 
3 21 I2 .l28e%x % 
+ h8!^ + - i|.h8m(Hl)3l - i|ii8m3( HI )13 + 2ipa6( GÏÏ)l2 
+ 2lpi6m2(Gl)12 + 6h8m2(Hl)22 - 48h6m( GHl)li;L j 
[h10H^ - + 80h6(GH)P1 - 80h6m(Gl) aw-3 p . p 1^ 
2^ exx 
21 
- 5hl°m(Hl)^ +, 5h^°m^(Hl)^ 4- Wh8(GH)^ - l|.Oh8m3(Gl)^ 
+ 10h10m2(Hl)32 - 10h10m3(Hl)23 - 120h8m(GHl)121 
+ l20h8m2(GHl)112]j+ E 2^ A2 , 
where 
15k 
Aol < 63 1 -
he S | X .-X | + mnr(^ch) 
EXX 
.12^  . ,12 2. 
-1/2 
[ 6>Uii6G:3 + h12H6 + hl2m2I6 + 2lg)h8( GH)22 
+ 2l).0h8ra2( GI )22 + .60h10(GH)1,! + 60h10m^( GI ) lk 14 
+ l5h12m2(Hl) 2^ + l5h12m^(Hl)2^ j . 
E(b^) can now, of course, be found quite easily, since 
E(b^) = E[Syyg - syïW"'1//. ^XXB ~ SXXW' ^  " 
We shall write down only the first term of the expression 
for the bias, for reference in section 5»4: 
( 3-h2) 2^ 
= p ~2vÊ + terms involving higher- powers of E^ cLV& 
XX 
It is easy to find now from the relation 
M3 - E(b2) - 2pE(b3) + p2 
where 
E(bj) = p E 1 + 
2S(X.-X)e. + 2(e. -e )2 - m22(e.,-e. )2 
X  X  *  X  •  •  •  X  U  X  •  
-1 
E XX 
We obtain, in the usual way, 
+ -J- [HP + RO2 
'xx 
T- [12(GH)i:l - 12m(Gl)ni + E? - m3I0 - 3m(Hl) 
E(b2) = P2 {l + 1 2  - an(HI)1;L] 
V XX
E: 3 XX 
11 3 21 
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- -ç- [16G2 + + m2I^ - lpi(Hl)3l - l|jn3(Hl)13 
EXX 
+ 2i|.(GH)l2 + 2i|zn2(Gl)12 + ôm^Hl)^ - if8ra( GHI)in] 
- [Hçv - m^I^ + 80(GH)21 - 80m(Gl)21 - 5m(Hl)^ 
2
'ûi 
"xx 
+ 5m^(Hl)1|{_ + 40(GH)13 - 4-0m3(Gr)l3 + 10m2(Hl)32 
- 10m3(Hl)23 - 120m( GHI)1P1 + 120m2 ( GHI P ]f + (32^  121 112 3 
where 
a3 1 i -
cZ|X^-X| 
E 
XX 
-1 
EXX[6^ G3 + H6 + ™2I6 
+ 2^0(QH)22 + 2t|.Om2(Gl)22 + ÈOlSH)^ + 60nA(GI)^, 
+ l5m2( HI ), P + l5mq"(Hl)ol, 3 . 
'42 
4fïri 
24" 
5.3.4* The estimator b. 
Sw.y. 
The bias and mean square error of bT =.-s—-—- , where ±j ziw _^ x ^  
2w^ = 0, can be obtained from the corresponding character-
and p o2 for istics of 2w.xT by substituting 2^, 
2 
^5» and a^, respectively. The results are 
2 
B, = p 
2 i*2 2wj 
P P 
+ remainder. 
jr + ( ^2w  ^+ 3 —22w2w2  )  
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m, = p ^2 Swi . 3 . -, ^2 
•b X 
•21 + \ ( ^k2wi + 3 "i 22wiwj } 
+ iq- -2. (zw2)2 + ig. _2 2*2(u. 
+ 3n| 22w2,w2, + remainder. 
Bounds for the errors can be easily obtained using the for­
mulas developed in the unreplicated case, with M-K» 
p _ _ _ Of 
and o% replaced by y.0, m,, n-A, and — respectively. x c. ul. o f 
5.3.5. The estimator b g 
2Sx.t(ylt-y ) 
The estimator b„ = r— " \is what one would 
obtain if he employed the conventional least-squares pro­
cedure, s imply ignoring the randomness of the x^t and the 
fact that there are r observations for each %% . We are not 
suggesting that this is an appropriate way of estimating P; 
in fact, we shall show that quite the contrary is the case. 
We have nevertheless investigated b^ for two reasons: 
1. Many investigators use the conventional least-
squares procedures uncritically, and it is not 
unthinkable that some might use b_. 
2. It is interesting to assess the price one must pay 
for ignoring randomness of the x^ and replication. 
The examination of this estimator is rendered quite 
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simple by the same artifice we have already used. We write 
xi,i = zi *1,1 = vi 
x l ,2 = z2 y l ,2 =  v2 
xl,r = zr *l,T = 7r 
x2,l - zp+1 ' '2.1 = vu 
x = z y = v 
n,r . nr Jn,r nr 
2v.( z.-z") 
Then b^ = 22-.(2 -~z) ' wliere n0w i = 1> 2, ..., nr . and 
M ^ can be obtained from -the corresponding expressions of 
2 
section ij-.if by substituting nr for n, 2(Z^-Z) for E^, 
22(Z,-Z)2(Z.-Z)2 for 22( X.-X)2( X .-X)2, and so forth. We can 
1 J J. J 
then express quantities involving the Z^ in terms of the X^, 
as follows : 
2(Zi-Z)2 = r2(X1-X)2 . 
22(Zi-Z)2(ZJ.-Z)2 = [2(Z1-Z)2]2 - 2(Z^-Z)^ 
= r2[2(Xi-X)2]2 - r2(X^-X)\ 
22(Z1-Z)1|(Z1-Z)2 = 2(Z1-Z)^2(Z1,-Z)2 - 2(Z±-Z)6 
= r2[2(X1-X)1|-][2(Xi,-X) ] - r2(Xi-X)6 . 
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SSS(Zi-Z)2(Z].-Z)2(Zk-Z)2 = [ 2( Z±-Z )2 33 - 3Z2(Zi-Z)^(Zj.-Z)2 
- 2(2^ -2)6 
= r3[2(Xi-X)2]3 - 3r2[2(Xi-X)ij-][2(Xi,-X)2] 
+ 2rZ(X_-X)^ . 
Comparison of Biases for Estimators of p 
In order to compare the estimators discussed in section 
5.3 we shall first take 
 ^= t (I) ' 1^). = 5 (!) ' ' and 6^ = 7(1) '» 
which are the moments of the rectangular distribution on' the 
interval Ç- J , whose ' range is the. maximum possible con­
sonant with the assumptions of section 5»1• As we have 
already pointed out, we could consider any other finite-
range distribution on this interval in the same way, and we 
should arrive at essentially the same conclusions. 
It is easily verified that when n > 6 the series ex­
pansion employed for the denominator of b^ is convergent and 
the bounds for the remainder of this series, as well as the 
bounds employed for b^, b^, and b^ are satisfactorily small. 
The situation is more complicated with respect to the numer­
ator of b^ and the denominator of bg because these involve 
the moments of the fwhich contain various power of h as 
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factors. 
To identify the difficulty specifically, let us consider 
the expansion of the denominator of bg. We pointed out in 
section 5.3.2 that in order to obtain satisfactory bounds 
for the remainder term we required that 
2( Y,-Y)e. + 2(X.-X)f. + 2(e, -e )f, x i« x 1« x » • • x • 
EXY 
< l . 
Now the maximum value of the left-harid side of this inequal­
ity is 
2 
§•( 1+h) 21 Xj-X] + hn(|) 
s . tu 
*xx 
It is clear that if we make h too large [5.4 " 1] will exceed 
unity. In fact for n = 6, où = 1 we cannot get a satisfac­
tory remainder term when h > 1. Of course, for. larger values 
of n or other values of w we could allow larger values of h. 
It should, however,, be remembered that we have insisted 
on allowing the e^ to have the maximum possible range. If 
one is willing to decrease the range of the e^, he can per­
mit larger values of h. We shall pursue this point- shortly, 
but we should like first to give some representative results 
when the e^ are allowed their maximum range and h is 
limited accordingly. The figures in Table 15 give the bias 
ratios when the X^ are symmetrically spaced with « = 1, for 
n = 6, r = 2, and for n = 8, r = 2. The upper entry in 
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Table l5« Bias ratios of various slope estimators 
bo 8.81 < =& < 8.82 
0 
B0 
= 12.8 
b0 
bn 
2.0^ < < 2.11 
d0 
b2 
2.01 < =± < 2.02 
0 
h = 1 h-= 1/2 
S?. B_ 
0.0345 < 5- < 0.0395 0.756 < < 0.758 bo . ' bg 
Bp ' " Bp 
• d~~ = 0.0190 . p— = 0 i. 749" 
ti0 n0 
h = 1 h = 1/2 
tin 
0.99 < h2 < l.o4 1.43 < p < 1.44 
tio 0 
bo bg 
0.98 < < 0.99 IT" = 1.38 
til c0 
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each cell corresponds to n = 6, the lower, to n = 8. 
Had we approximated these bias ratios, by using only 
i 
the leading term of the expression for the bias of each 
estimator, we should have obtained 
Bn 
= 9 for n = 6 ; -^ = 13 for n = 8 
0 0 
' ' = 
B? Bp 
h— = 0 . for h = 1 ; B- = 3/4 for h = 1/2 
.0 0 ' 
B,. 
= 1 for h = 1 ; r = 11/8 for h = l/2 . 
D0 0 
Bearing in mind that for asymmetric spacing, for other 
values of w, for higher values of n, and for lower values of 
h thè convergence of the bias expressions is even more 
rapid than in the cases just examined, we fe.el that a satis­
factory study of the bias ratios can be made using the lead­
ing terms only. We have then, approximately, 
'  B „ .  
= - (nr-3 ) 
ti0 
* 2 h— = 1 - h provided 0 < h < 1 
Bo - * 
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provided 0 < h < 1 . 
It will be recalled that the restriction on h arises because . 
of the need to ensure the convergence of series involving 
the f^^-j whose range we have assumed to be hp times the 
range of the e^. If we are willing to limit the range of 
the e^t ( and hence of the f^t) sufficiently to ensure the 
convergence of the series, we can allow values of h larger 
than unity. In fact it is clear that for.any arbitrary h, 
n, and X^ we can make . • . 
by simply restricting the range.of the e^ sufficiently. 
Precisely the same argument applies to the expansion of the 
2( Y,-Y)e. + Z(X.-X)f, + Z(e, -e )f. * 
JL JL • JL X» X • » • X • less than.unity 
EXY 
numerator of b^. Consequently we may say that for suffi­
ciently small errors in thee^ . • 
B q . 
Q— = - ( nr-3 ) 
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bq 
where now we do not insist that h < 1. —^ increases very 
ti0 
rapidly with n; consequently is not suitable as an esti­
mator of (3 if one is at all concerned about bias. The last 
three ratios are plotted in Figure 3, from which figure it 
is possible to draw the following conclusions when the errors 
are small: 
1. When h < V5/3, bg has the smallest absolute bias 
among the estimators considered. ' However, for 
larger values of h the. absolute bias of b^ ' in­
creases very rapidly.-. 
The value V5/3 is . the largest -value of h such, 
that the following inequalities are-satisfied simul­
taneously: ' • 
I 1 - h2 I < 1 
I g- ( 3-h2 ) | < 1 
I 1 ~ h2 | < | g- ( 3~h2 ) | . 
2. When h > yp?, bQ has the smallest absolute bias. 
The value V? is the smallest value of h such that 
* the following inequalities are satisfied simul­
taneously: 
I 1 - h2 I > 1 
i (3 - h2) | > 1 . 
Figure 3. Relative bias as a function of log1Qh 
R E L A T I V E  B I A S  
I I 
CD M 
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When h > yj, b^ has smaller absolute bias than bg 
since | 1 -- h2 | > 2. 
When h > V7» b^ has smaller absolute bias 
than either b^ or b^ since the inequalities 
I 1 - h2 I" > 2 
and J |(3-h2) | > 2 
are simultaneously satisfied. 
There is a small range of values of h for which 
bg has the.smallest absolute bias; in fact when 
V5/3 < h < this is the .case. This range of 
values of h is obtained from the. simultaneous solu-
tion- of the inequalities 
| £ ( 3-h2') | <1 
and• | ij- (3-h2) | < |. 1 — h2 | . 
However, we should, ordinarily be'- unable to take 
advantage of this' fact because of lack of knowledge 
2 ~K 
about h. (It will be remembered that h = ) 
P2 
Moreover, for h > the absolute bias increases 
very rapidly. Consequently it seems doubtful that 
bj would be of much practical use in providing an 
estimator witfe desirable bias characteristics. We 
have seen in section 2.6 that it would also be hard 
to justify using b^ from the standpoint of asymptotic 
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variance. 
It must be conceded that our conclusions concerning what 
happens to bg and b^ for large values of h are based upon the 
assumption that the errors are sufficiently small. We know 
that the absolute.bias of these two estimators increases 
very rapidly with increasing h when the errors are small; 
it seems reasonable to believe that it behaves in the same 
way for large errors. On the other hand, the absolute bias 
of b^ and by does not depend upon h at all. It appears likely 
then that the analysis we. have just made for small errors is 
essentially valid for large errors as well, and we feel that 
it would -be hard to justify us"ing b^ or b^ -whenever h is 
larger than VT. 
We shall make a final assessment and interpretation of 
these results in-section 6,'which will be devoted to overall 
conclusions for the entire dissertation. 
5.5* Comparison of Mean Square Error for 
Estimators of (3 
We have already seen in section 2.3 that the leading 
term of Var^ is exactly the same for b^, bg, b^, and b^. 
Consequently, it should not surprise us to find that these 
estimators all have approximately the same mean square error. 
After all, the leading term in the expression for M is exactly 
the same for each of these estimators, and by now we have 
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amassed, considerable evidence, all pointing to the fact that 
the higher order terms do not change B or M very much. 
M M, M. 
We have, moreover, computed zr—, —, and for n = 8, 
0 1 0 1 0 
w = l ,  a n d  s y m m e t r i c  s p a c i n g .  W e  o b t a i n e d  
M 
0 .99 <  <  1 . 0 7 '  
0 
M3 • 
1.02 < rp < 1.03 • when h = 1 
• ' 
0 
Mn 
^4 = 0.99 when h = 1/2 
0 
- ' *0 i.07 < < 1.10 
%0 
We hâve not actually computed rj— because of the great labor 
. ^ 0 
involved, but we feel certain that it too would be close to 
unity for the reasons set forth in section 5.3.2. For larger 
' values$ofs n, for other values of o), and for lower values of 
h the convergence is even more rapid, and we would find these 
ratios still closer to unity than in the case we have con­
sidered. As for large values of h, we are obliged to restrict 
the range of the e^ in order to consider them, and this 
alone greatly improves the convergence of the series em­
ployed. We would therefore expect our findings' to be similar 
in these instances also. In short the estimators we have 
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considered show little variation in their mean square error; 
if we seek a criterion for choosing among them, we must clear­
ly look elsewhere. One possibility is to consider the bias 
as was done in section 5*4* 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 
This dissertation is an outgrowth of an actual problem 
submitted to John Gurland involving a linear functional rela­
tion with error in both variables. The conclusions reached 
here are those of a pragmatist desiring to recommend a prac­
ticable method of estimation to experimenters who must deal 
with this not-infrequent problem. Our conclusions apply for 
the most part to,those problems where the errors in the x^ 
are independent of the errors in the y^. Although in section 
3 we have examined the large- sample properties of the various 
estimators when the errors are correlated, ve have as yet 
been unable to undertake an investigation of the small-sample 
properties. . e 
Let us first consider the situation.when there is no 
replication and the errors are "independent. It is not an 
attractive situation, but neither is it as bleak as some 
statisticians seem to feel. In fact there are at least 
four reasonable ways of obtaining estimators of p. 
Firstly, one could assume the form of the distribution 
of the errors to be known and could then apply the method of 
maximum likelihood. For those cases where (3 is identifiable 
we are assured of getting a consistent estimator for it. The 
drawback in this method is the difficulty of obtaining an 
explicit solution for the estimator. In particular, when the 
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errors are, normally distributed, the explicit solution of 
the likelihood equations has never appeared in print, as 
far as we know. 
Secondly, we could assume the form of the distribution 
of the errors to be known and could then apply the minimum 
distance method of Wolfowitz (59> 60, 6l). 
Thirdly, we could simply ignore the random nature of 
the x^ and use ordinary least squares ; that is, we coulgl make 
use of the estimator b^ of section ij-.ij-. However, we must • 
reckon with the fact that the bias of b^ increases rapidly 
with the sample size; where bias is of importance, b^ is not 
recommended. 
Fourthly, provided that the errors are not too large .to 
prevent us from correctly ordering the observations, we could 
use one of the family of ratio-of-linear-forms estimators b^ 
discussed in section I4..3. To be specific one might use 
Wald's estimator b^, Bartlett's estimator bg, Housner and 
Brennan's estimator bg, or better yet, the optimal estimator 
bg when it is attainable. Except when the X^ are highly 
skewed or bunched, b^ behaves surprisingly well in that its 
bias is very much less than that of b^ ( roughly - as 
great) while its mean square error is not much greater. 
There is also the advantage of consistency on the side of 
bH* 
In most of the cases examined bg proved superior to 
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both b^ and bg - usually quite markedly so « In fact bg 
appears to be surprisingly robust with respect to the spac­
ing of the X^ provided that the X^ do not exhibit excessive 
skewness or bunchiness. However, when the X^ fall into two 
groups, each of which is closely bunched, b^. is superior to 
both bg and bgj when the X^ fall into three groups, each of 
which is closely bunched, bg is the superior estimator. . 
When we have more than three groups of closely bunched* 
observations, estimators of the type suggested in section 
l{-.5>»3 are better than any of the foregoing. 
What to do in the case of excessive skewness is a sub-
« 
ject of continuing research; it appears that other estimators 
belonging to the family bT can be found which behave reason­
ably well. 
When there is replication and the errors are independent • 
we have at least four estimators of (3 in addition to those 
already discussed; namely, b^, bg, b^, and b^, discussed in 
section 2 and section 5. 'The comments ma,de above concerning 
the maximum-likelihood estimator, the minimum-dis tance esti­
mator, and bq, in the case of unreplicated observations, are 
equally applicable here, As for the other estimators3 let 
us summarize what we have found about them. To begin with, 
b1, bg, bj, and have essentially the same mean square 
error, so if one is to choose among them, it will have to be 
on some other grounds. A reasonable criterion for making 
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such a choice is the bias, particularly so inasmuch as the 
estimators differ considerably in this respect. Suppose 
then that we agree to use the bias as a criterion; we recom­
mend the following procedures for replicated observations, 
depending upon the information available. 
Situation 1 
It is known that the X^ are not highly skewed 
Some idea of h is available 
by if available 
When h > \/2, use b^ if there is no bunching 
by, bg, or some other member 
of the family "b^ if there is 
bunching; see page 172 
When h < \/2, use bg 
Nothing is known about h 
by if available 
U jj if there is no bunching 
by, bg, or some other member 
of the family b^ if there is 
bunching; see page 172 
Situation 2 
Either it is known that the X^ are highly skewed 
or nothing is known about the spacing of the X., 
Some idea of h is available Nothing is known about h 
When h > y'3, use b-, Use b-, 
When h < -\fï, use b^ 
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These recommendations are, of course, a consequence of the 
discussion in section 5*4- and section 6. 
One might also try to choose among the various esti­
mators of (3 using Var^ as the criterion. For spacings of 
the X^ normally encountered this does not seem to be a 
judicious criterion because the estimators differ in their 
Var^ only by terms of higher order; see section 2.3.1. 
Nevertheless it is interesting to note that use of Var^ as 
a criterion leads to essentially the same conclusions as use 
of the small-sample bias. To see this one should assume that 
nothing is known about the spacing of the X^ (since such in­
formation is not used in Var^), but that some idea of h is 
available. We found, in section 2.6, that Var^(b^) -
Var^(bg) < 0 when h > 1 and Var^(b^) - Varfl ( ) > 0 when 
h < 1; in other words, use b^ when (3 is small relative to 
A. - use bg when (3 is large relative to X. 
We also found in section 2.6 that in some situations 
b^ is better than b-^ or bg with regard to Var^. This sug­
gests the possibility that b^ might have smaller bias than 
either b^, bg, or b^, at least for certain values of the 
parameters. Unfortunately we have been unable to find prac­
ticable means for studying the small-sample bias of bi^ and 
must leave this question open. 
We have contented ourselves with the usual estimator 
of a; that is, a = y - bx. The main justification for this 
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estimator seems to be its consistency; however, it is con­
ceivable that other consistent estimators of a might have 
superior small-sample properties. There is much less inter­
est among experimenters in estimating a than in estimating 6, 
and consequently the former problem has not received much 
attention. 
As for the situation where the errors in the are 
correlated with those in the y.- there is unfortunately littl 
that we can say. We have not at this time been able to 
examine the small-sample properties of the estimators; we 
have examined Var^ in detail, but it does not furnish a very 
satisfactory basis for choosing among the estimators since it 
is almost the same for all of them, at least for the spacings 
of the X^ that are usually encountered. Still, Var,. is the 
conly criterion that we have here, and for lack of a better 
one, we shall state the conclusion to which it leads : 
when h > 1, use bn ; 
when h < 1, use bg , 
where b^ and bg are defined in section 3.2. 
Almost every investigation, experiment,•or dissertation 
poses more numerous and more difficult problems than it ever 
solves ; this dissertation is no exception. We shall conclude 
it now by asking some of the more troubling questions that 
have emerged: 
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How does the bias of b^ compare with that of b^, 
bg, and bQ? 
How do b^ and bg behave when we permit the errors 
to be really large? 
What happens to the bias of b^ when 
Prob i elt | > min | Xi+1 - | f 0? 
* 1 
Is it feasible to investigate non-linear, functional 
relations along the lines employed for linear 
relations? 
A' 
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